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STATEMENT AS TO JURISDICTION
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over the parties
to this case pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(k)(1992 and
Supp. 1992).

Intervenor C-H Industries, Inc. ("C-H"), a Utah

corporation, is not a party to this case.

This Court granted C-

H leave to intervene specially in this case by an Order dated
December 17, 1992.

(Copy of Order attached at Appendix 1. )

Whether the district court properly exercised jurisdiction over
C-H and it's assets is the main subject of this brief by C-H.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS QF REVIEW
The central issue by intervenor C-H is whether the
district court's judgments and writs are void as against C-H for
lack of jurisdiction and violation of due process of law.

The

standard of review for this question of law is a "correction of
error" standard, with no deference afforded to the district
court's determination.

Stat? Pept, Qf Socifll ??rv, v, Vjj;U,

784 P. 2d 1130, 1132 (Utah 1989).
C-H also challenges the district court' s finding that
C-H is the alter ego of Gerald A. Callahan, a named party
defendant.

The standard of review for this issue is a "clearly

erroneous" standard.

Utah R. Civ. P. 52(a); Copper State

Leasing Co. v. Blacker Appliance & Furniture Co. . 770 P. 2d 88,
93 (Utah 1988).

1

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS
Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United
States Constitution provides in pertinent part:
No State shall . . . deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law. . . .
Article I, Section 7, of the Utah Constitution,
provides as follows:
No person shall be deprived of life,
liberty or property, without due process of
1 aw.
Rule 19(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
provides as follows:
A person who is subject to service of
process and whose joinder will not deprive
the court of jurisdiction over the subject
matter of action shall be joined as a party
in the action if (1) in his absence complete
relief cannot be accorded among those
already parties, or (2) he claims an
interest relating to the subject of the
action and is so situated that the disposition of the action in his absence may (i) as
a practical matter impair or impede his
ability to protect that interest or (ii)
leave any of the persons already parties
subject to a substantial risk of incurring
double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent
obligations by reason of his claimed
interest. If he has not been so joined, the
court shall order that he be made a party.
If he should join as a plaintiff but refuses
to do so, he may be made a defendant, or, in
a proper case, an involuntary plaintiff. If
the joined party objects to venue and his
joinder would render the venue of the action
improper, he shall be dismissed from the
action.

Rule 7IB of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
provides in pertinent part:
(b) Proceedings after judgment against
parties not originally served. When a
judgment has been recovered against one or
more, but not all, of several persons
jointly indebted upon an obligation, the
plaintiff may require any person not
originally served with the summons to appear
and show cause why he should not be bound by
the judgment in the same manner as though he
had been originally served with process.
(c) Summons and affidavit; contents and
service. The plaintiff shall issue a
summons, describing the judgment, and
requiring the defendant to appear within the
time required for appearance in response to
an original summons, and show cause why he
should not be bound by such judgment. The
summons, together with a copy of an
affidavit on behalf of the plaintiff to the
effect that the judgment, or some part
thereof remains unsatisfied, and specifying
the amount actually due thereon, shall be
served upon the defendant and returned in
the same manner as the original summons.

(e) Hearing; judgment. The matter may
be tried as other cases; but if the issues
are found against the defendant, the
judgment shall not exceed the amount of the
original judgment remaining unsatisfied,
with interest and costs.
Rule 4-504(1) of the Utah Rules of Judicial
Administration provides as follows:
In all rulings by a court, counsel for the
party or parties obtaining the ruling shall
within fifteen days, or within a shorter
time as the court may direct, file with the
court a proposed order, judgment, or decree
in conformity with the ruling.

3

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On March 15, 1991, Envirotech Corporation, dba Eimco
Process Equipment Company ("Eimco"), obtained a Judgment against
defendants G & G Steel Corporation, Gerald Callahan and Glen
Hansen.

On July 9, 1991, the district court entered a Judgment

of Contempt against defendant Gerald Callahan that directed him
to "forthwith cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H
INDUSTRIES, INC. to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the FINAL JUDGEMENT herein." (R. 3225, see
Appendix 12. )

The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

entered in connection with the Judgment of Contempt against
Callahan stated that "C-H is the alter ego of CALLAHAN."
(R. 3212, see Appendix 11. )

Thereafter, on August 6-9, 1991,

Eimco obtained ex parte writs of execution, garnishment and
assistance against C-H and seized all of its property, money,
and business records in satisfaction of the Judgment of Contempt
and the underlying Judgment.

(See Appendix 13-18. )

C-H was

never named or joined as a party to these judgments nor served
with process by Eimco.

This Court granted C-H leave to

intervene specially in this appeal as a real party in interest
by an Order dated December 17, 1992.

4

(See Appendix 1. )

STATEMENT OP FACTS
A detailed chronology of the facts and procedural
background is necessary to understand C-H's relationship with
this case.
On August 22, 1988, Eimco commenced this action
against G & G Steel Corporation ("G & G")/ Gerald A. Callahan
("Callahan"), an individual, and Glen O. Hansen ("Hansen"), an
individual.

Eimco alleged in its Complaint that Callahan and

Hansen misappropriated Eimco' s trade secrets in operating G & G
in competition with Eimco. (R. 2-55. )
business since 1982.

G & G had been in

Callahan and Hansen were former employees

of Eimco: Callahan left Eimco' s employ in 1980; Hansen left
Eimco in 1982.
Shortly after the Complaint was filed, on September 6,
1988, a Modified Temporary Restraining Order was entered which
prohibited the defendants from using any Eimco documents such as
drawings or operation and maintenance manuals, "excluding those
(documents] which have been obtained from a customer, or a third
party. "

(R. 233-237. )
A ten-day court trial was held in October 1989.

November

7, 1989, the court announced

its

decision

from

On

the

bench and made certain findings and rulings to guide counsels'
preparation of written findings.
1989 Hearing, R. 5638-5707.)

(See Transcript of November 7,

The court stated, "I've gone back

over and worked on this practically every day since this trial
because I wanted to work on it while it was still fresh in my
mind." (R. 5677. )

The court found that G & G, Callahan and
5

Hansen had wrongfully used detailed drawings of Eimco, but that
"the only documents that are secret and confidential were the
detailed drawings, and all other documents and publications are
not. " (R. 5646-5647, copy at Appendix 2. )

The court did not

find that the defendants had violated the Modified Temporary
Restraining Order that had been entered at the start of the case
(R. 233-237) and did not grant Eimco's Motion for Judgment of
Contempt that had filed on March 16, 1989 in that regard.
(R. 5690-5691. )
Speaking prospectively, the court further ruled at the
November 7, 1989 hearing:
Now, the Defendants, Callahan, Hansen and G & G,
can use whatever information, drawings, manuals, et
cetera, that were not secret or confidential in
competing with EIMCO. To do otherwise would stifle
the free enterprise system.
The Court must protect EIMCO' s interest, but not
to the extent that the Court creates a monopoly and
allows the manufacturer to impose excessive charges
for parts.
* * *

The Court now -- and I wanted to make clear -the Court is not indicating that Callahan and Hansen
and G & G Steel Corporation is not entitled to compete
with Plaintiff. They have every right to do so.
However, in competing with EIMCO, they cannot use
EIMCO' s detailed drawings obtained from any one of the
-- other than vendors or customers of EIMCO. I have
this caveat here. If EIMCO does not impose the
necessary controls upon a vendor or customer in the
case of their detailed drawings, then the Court will
deem that those drawings have lost their designation
of secret and confidential.
(R. 5648, 5650-5651, copy at Appendix 2. )
The trial court again specifically addressed the issue
of whether the defendants could continue to compete with Eimco
when it announced its ruling at the November 7, 1989 hearing:

6

You recall I said that I didn' t want EIMCO to be
able -- I didn' t want to create a monopoly for them,
nor did I want to allow them, because of my ruling, to
charge excessive prices for parts. I' m aware of that.
So, therefore, I didn' t preclude your clients from
continuing business. I'm just saying, "Do it fairly
without the use of their drawings. And you can go
ahead and compete with them tomorrow. You can go out
and if the customer wants you to make a part for them,
give you the part, you take it down, Bish Sheet Metal
or State Brass, have it molded, sell it to them, fine,
you can do that. "
I'm not -- I didn't give injunctive relief. I'm
not imposing any so-called moratorium for five years
or anything like that. Your clients. . . are not
precluded from continuing business.
(R. 5673-5674, copy at Appendix 3. )

Defendants' counsel asked

the court about starting the business over again, which the
court approved provided Eimco' s detailed drawings were not used,
as shown by the following colloquy:
MR. FADEL: So, we' d have to start the business
over. Your Honor said we should erase it. We have to
get another corporation and start over.
THE COURT: That's, as I said —
MR. FADEL: And that' s easy enough to do.
THE COURT: That' s exactly what could happen
here, so that doesn' t -MR. FADEL: It's easy enough to do, just so -the next time we' 11 have the customer make his own
drawings. If he has a detailed drawing, and we know a
lot of them do, we will let the customer make the
drawing for him.
THE COURT: That' s fine. As I said, you can do - you can do that. I' m not saying you can' t.
(R. 5697-5698, copy at Appendix 4. )
At the same hearing on November 7, 1989, Eimco made an
oral motion for a temporary restraining order to prevent the
transfer of defendants non-exempt assets pending entry of
written findings of fact, conclusions of law, and a final
judgment.

That motion was granted as set forth in the Temporary

7

Restraining Order dated November 15, 1989.

(R. 2220-2223, copy

at Appendix 5. )
In reliance on the court' s ruling at the November 7,
1989 hearing, authorizing the defendants to continue in business
as long as detailed drawings of Eimco were not used, Callahan
and others, on November 29, 1989, formed a new Utah corporation,
C-H Industries, Inc.

(See C-H Articles of Incorporation, R.

2548-2555, copy attached at Appendix 6. )

Its incorporating

directors were Gerald Callahan, his spouse lone Callahan, and
Joan Hansen.

lone Callahan and Joan Hansen were the sole

shareholders.
Defendant Gerald Callahan was never a shareholder or
officer of C-H, and has not been a director since January 30,
1990, two months after the Corporation was formed.l
was an employee of C-H.
office manager.

Callahan

lone Callahan was the president and

Other employees of C-H included Joseph Wood, an

engineer and general manager, David Mendenhall, Lena Bloomquist,
Danny Bloomquist, Judy Christensen, Jeff Hansen, and Robin
Webster.

At all relevant times, C-H has been a corporation in

good standing, has filed state and federal tax returns, and has
maintained books and records in accordance with sound accounting
practices.

1

Defendant Glen Hansen terminated his involvement with CH, and his spouse Joan Hansen ceased to be a shareholder, around
January, 1990. Defendant Hansen entered into a stipulation and
settlement with Eimco on March 26, 1990, wherein he agreed to
not compete with Eimco for a period of five years. (See
Stipulation, R. 2263-2268, 2267. )
8

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and the Final
Judgment were not entered until March 15, 1991, sixteen months
after the court had announced its decision from the bench.

The

Judgment was against defendants G & G Steel Corporation, Gerald
Callahan, and Glen Hansen, jointly and severally, and in favor
of Eimco in the total amount $1, 039, 220. 00. 2

(R. 2820-2827.)

There is no mention of C-H Industries, Inc. in the Judgment nor
in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law that were entered
in connection with the Judgment.

(R. 2788-2819.)

C-H was never named or joined as a defendant by Eimco
in this case.

At one point, on April 23, 1990, Eimco filed a

motion to join lone Callahan as a defendant, in her individual
capacity, seeking an order to show cause why she should not be
bound by the judgment announced by the court on November 7,
1989.

(R. 2297-2298. )

In Eimco's Memorandum in Support of

Motion to Join Party, Eimco argued that lone Callahan' s
participation in the formation and management of C-H made her
bound by the [judgment against G & G, Gerald Callahan and Glen
Hansen.

(R. 2286-2294. )

Eimco' s Motion was brought pursuant to

Rule 71B(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, which, as
Eimco noted in its supporting memorandum, establishes the
procedure whereby "the new party to be joined is provided with
adequate procedural and due process safeguards by being given
2

At the November 7, 1989 hearing, the trial court awarded
Eimco $362,729.00 damages, plus $45,000 total punitive damages
from the three defendants, for a total of $404,729. (R. 5649. )
However, in the intervening sixteen months, Eimco persuaded the
trial court to increase the total damages to the $1,039,220.00
Final Judgment figure.
9

adequate time and opportunity to show cause why he or she should
not be bound."

(R. 2292-2293. ) (A copy of Eimco's Motion to Join

Party is at Appendix 27; a copy of Eimco' s Memorandum in Support
of Motion to Join Party is at Appendix 28. )

An Order to Show

Cause was issued (R. 2529), and after an evidentiary hearing
held on December 6, 1990, the court denied Eimco' s motion to
join lone Callahan as a party defendant.

(See statements by

court at Dec. 6, 1990 hearing (R. 3982-3987), and at the hearing
on Dec. 21, 1990 (R. 7230, 7233a), and its minute entry (R.
2599).)
On May 16, 1990, Eimco filed a Renewed3 Motion for
Judgment of Contempt (R. 2384-2385), claiming that defendant
Gerald Callahan, and non-parties lone Callahan, Lena Bloomquist,
and David Von Mendenhall had violated the Temporary Restraining
Order dated November 15, 1990 (R. 2220-2223) by their
participation in the business of C-H.

(R. 2388-2396. )

Only one

sentence of Eimco' s memorandum supporting its contempt motion
pertains to Eimco's claim that C-H was the "alter ego" of
Callahan.

(R. 2394, "Further C-H Industries is operated as the

alter ego of CALLAHAN. ")

No factual allegations relating to

alter ego were made by Eimco in its contempt motion or in its

Eimco's Motion was styled as a "renewed" motion since
over a year earlier, on March 16, 1989, Eimco had filed a Motion
for Judgment of Contempt (R. 233-237) that was tried to the
court in October 1989 along with the rest of the case. At the
November 7, 1989 hearing, the court denied Eimco' s request that
defendants be held in contempt.
(R. 5690-5691. ) The claim that
C-H was the alter ego of Callahan was raised for the first time
in connection with Eimco's May 16, 1990 Renewed Motion for
Judgment of Contempt.
10

supporting memorandum.

(A copy of Eimco' s Renewed Motion for

Judgment of Contempt is at Appendix 29; a copy of the supporting
memorandum is at Appendix 30. )
Eimco did not bring its contempt motion for hearing
before the court until ten months later, on March 29, 1991,
which was sixteen months after C-H had commenced doing business.
Prior to the hearing, Gerald Callahan, lone Callahan, Lena
Bloomquist, and David Von Mendenhall were served with an Order
to Show Cause and a Notice of hearing.
Appendix 7.)

(R. 2504-2505, copy at

Eimco never sought to join C-H as a party to its

contempt motion nor did Eimco serve C-H with notice regarding
the unpled allegation that C-H was an alter ego corporation of
Gerald Callahan.

(See Certificate of Service dated May 18,

1990, R. 2408-2409, copy at Appendix 8. )
At the March 29, 1991 contempt hearing, no evidence
was introduced by Eimco that C-H had co-mingled corporate funds
with that of its employee Gerald Callahan, or that it had failed
to file corporate taxes or annual reports, or that it had
otherwise failed to observe corporate formalities and maintain
itself as a separate and lawful legal entity.

(R. 3646-3845.)

The Court notified the parties of its decision by minute entry
dated April 17, 1991, which found defendant Callahan in
contempt, and fined him $5,000. (R. 2976, copy at Appendix 9. )
The minute entry makes no mention of C-H Industries, Inc.
Two months later, on June 13, 1991, Eimco submitted
proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and a Judgment
of Contempt for the court' s signature.
11

The court executed the

Findings and Judgment on July 9, 1991 over defendant Callahan7 s
written and oral objections.

(R. 3151-3155, R. 7239-7275. )

Again, C-H was never served with a copy of the proposed Findings
and Conclusions or the Judgment, either before or after they
were executed.

(See Notice of Entry of Judgment of Contempt,

July 10, 1991, R. 3217-3218, copy at Appendix 10. )

The Findings

go beyond the court's minute entry, and state that "C-H was
formed by and for CALLAHAN and for the purpose of avoiding the
orders of this court and to avoid the judgments of this court.
C-H is the alter ego of CALLAHAN."
3212, copy at Appendix 11. )

(See Findings, R. 3206-3216,

No factual findings were made in

support of the conclusion that C-H is the alter ego of Callahan.
The purported finding was in fact an unsupported conclusion.
The Judgment of Contempt against Callahan provided that

,f

[t]o

purge himself of contempt, the defendant CALLAHAN shall
forthwith cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H
INDUSTRIES, INC. to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the FINAL JUDGEMENT herein."
Contempt, R. 3224-3226, copy at Appendix 12. )

(See Judgment of
The non-parties,

lone Callahan, Mendenhall, and Bloomquist, were expressly found
not to be in contempt of court.
Without being an officer, director, or shareholder,
Callahan was powerless to transfer the assets of C-H to Eimco as
mandated by the Judgement of Contempt against him.

Accordingly,

on July 22, 1991, Callahan filed a Motion for Stay of Judgment
of Contempt with the Utah Supreme Court, Appeal No. 910224.

12

On

July 2 9, 1991, the Supreme Court noticed the matter for hearing
on August 12, 1991.
Six days before the Supreme Court hearing, on August
6, 1991, Eimco filed an Ex Parte Motion for Writ of Execution
with the trial court to direct the sheriff or constable "to
immediately transfer all of the assets of C-H Industries, Inc.
to plaintiff . . . Eimco. . . to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of Gerald A. Callahan's indebtedness under the
Judgment dated March 15, 1991."
13. )

(R. 3272-3273, copy at Appendix

The Motion for the Writ was not pursuant to the Judgment

of Contempt.

C-H was not served a copy of the Motion or Writ.

(See Certificate of Service, R. 3312-3213, copy at Appendix 14. )
No memorandum was filed by Eimco in support of the Writ of
Execution.

Callahan' s lawyer, George Fadel, received notice of

the Writ and demanded a hearing.

After an immediate hearing the

same day (Minute Entry at R. 3274, hearing transcript at
R. 7290-7319), the court signed the Writ of Execution, which
commanded the constable to collect on the March 15, 1991
Judgment against Callahan and on the Judgment of Contempt dated
July 9, 1991 against Callahan by "immediately transfer[ing] all
the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including but not limited to
all inventory, accounts receivable, customers, customer lists,
. . . all to plaintiff . . . Eimco."

(See Writ of Execution,

R. 7115-7117, copy at Appendix 15. )
Also on August 6, 1991, Eimco issued a Praecipe
pursuant to the Writ of Execution directing First Interstate
Bank of Utah to surrender to the constable "all monies belonging
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to C-H Industries, Inc." in the bank's possession or control.
(R. 7118-7119. )

On August 7, 1991, counsel for Eimco filed an

Application for Post Judgment Garnishment against C-H to be
issued to First Interstate Bank.
16. )

(R. 3283, copy at Appendix

"C-H Industries, Inc. - party" had been handwritten by

counsel for Eimco underneath the names of the defendants.
Eimco' s counsel, without authority to do so, inserted into the
form garnishment application the false statement that a judgment
has been entered "against C-H Industries, Inc." in the aboveentitled action.

On the Writ of Garnishment, Eimco had crossed

out all references to "defendant" and had written in "C-H
Industries, Inc. "

(R. 3340-3343, copy at Appendix 17. )

Eimco

seized approximately $41,260 from C-H's bank account pursuant to
the Praecipe and Garnishment.
Also on August 6, 1991, a Praecipe was issued by Eimco
under the Writ of Execution to seize all C-H assets "in the
possession or under the control of employees of C-H Industries,
Inc."

(R. 7120-7021.)

Another Praecipe, dated August 9, 1991,

directed the constable to seize all the assets of C-H "in the
possession or under the control of Gerald and lone Callahan,
specifically at their residence, 928 E. Chelsea, Bountiful,
Utah.-

(R. 3288. )

Further on August 9, 1991, Eimco filed an Ex

Parte Motion f^r Writ of Assistance since non-party lone
Callahan had refused to allow the constable to enter and search
her home.

Judge Murphy granted the Writ in Judge Rokich' s

absence that same day.
Appendix 18.)

(See copy of Writ of Assistance at

The Writ of Assistance directed the constable to
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"break into and otherwise search the premises of Gerald and lone
Callahan . . . regarding the Writ of Execution issued August 6,
1991 and the Praecipe dated August 9, 1991 . . . . "

Eimco7s

certificate of Hand-Delivery dated August 9, 1991 reflects that
no service of the Writ of Assistance was made on C-H Industries,
Inc. (R. 3314-3315, copy at Appendix 19. )
Prior to the Writs of Execution and Assistance that
Eimco issued on August 6-9, 1991, Eimco had only involved C-H in
this case as a garnishee of defendant Callahan' s wages.

(See

Writ of Garnishment served April 18, 1991, R. 3024, copy at
Appendix 20, and Writ of Garnishment served July 8, 1991,
R. 3227, copy at Appendix 21. )

Eimco never named C-H as a

defendant in its Complaint or in any Amended Complaint; it never
sought to join C-H as a defendant pursuant to Rule 19 of the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure; it never sought to make C-H bound
by the Judgments against the named defendants pursuant to Rule
71B(b) as it had sought unsuccessfully to do with lone Callahan
individually.
As a result of having its assets seized by Eimco, and
to protect the interests of its lawful creditors, C-H was
compelled to seek bankruptcy protection.

C-H filed its Chapter

11 petition for relief with the United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Utah on August 28, 1991.
On October 18, 1991, after briefing and oral argument
by C-H and Eimco, the Bankruptcy Court determined upon motion by
C-H that C-H "is a corporate entity entitled to be a debtor and
file for relief under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code" and
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directed the constable to turnover certain property of C-H that
had been seized by Eimco on August 6-9, 1992.
attached at Appendix 22. )

(Copy of Order

C-H' s corporate records were

introduced as evidence to support the finding that it was a
corporate entity.

The bankruptcy court exercised jurisdiction

over C-H's assets pursuant to 11 U.S.C § 541 and determined that
the seized assets were property of C-H, and not Eimco.
On November 13, 1992, C-H filed a Complaint against
Eimco in the Bankruptcy Court, which was thereafter withdrawn to
the Federal District Court for the District of Utah due to C-H' s
demand for a jury trial.

In that adversary proceeding, C-H

seeks declaratory and injunctive relief as well as monetary
damages against Eimco for the manner in which it seized the
assets of C-H, including abuse of process. (Copy of Complaint
attached at Appendix 23. )

C-H' s bankruptcy case was dismissed

without prejudice by an order of the Bankruptcy Court dated
March 3, 1993, pursuant to a motion by Eimco that C-H could not
effectuate a plan of reorganization before the February 27, 1993
deadline that had been set by the Bankruptcy Court, and alleging
a diminution of C-H' s bankruptcy estate.

C-H' s adversary

proceeding against Eimco in Federal District Court is still
pending.
On March 4, 1993, one day after the Order dismissing
C-H's bankruptcy case was entered, Eimco obtained a Writ of
Execution (copy at Appendix 24) and a Writ of Assistance (copy
at Appendix 25) from Judge Rigtrup, not Judge Rokich, of the
Utah Third Judicial District Court.
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Pursuant to the Writs,

Eimco sought, once again, through its counsel and a constable,
to enter the personal residence of lone Callahan, president of
C-H, and Joseph Wood, Secretary, Treasurer and General Manager
of C-H, to seize C-H's remaining assets that had previously been
returned by Eimco to C-H pursuant to the October 18, 1991 Order
of the Bankruptcy Court.

(See Appendix 22. )

On that same day,

Eimco served its Writs of Execution against C-H's counsel, Van
Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, seeking to seize any money or
property of C-H that may have been held by Van Cott, Bagley.
These latest Writs by Eimco also seek possession of all C-H' s
causes of action, specifically including C-H' s pending causes of
action against Eimco in the Federal District Court adversary
proceeding.

(See Praecipe dated March 4, 1993, copy at Appendix

26. )

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Judgment of Contempt against defendant Gerald
Callahan, which found C-H to be his alter ego and which directed
the assets of C-H to be transferred to Eimco, is void as a
matter of law as against C-H.

C-H was an indispensable party to

the contempt judgment since it disposed of all C-H's property
rights.

Eimco never named or joined C-H as a party to its

Judgment of Contempt or to its underlying Judgment, nor did
Eimco serve C-H with process on the contempt claim.

The

district court was without jurisdiction over C-H and Eimco' s
Judgment of Contempt was procured without affording C-H due
process of law.
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The writs of execution, garnishment and assistance
that have been served upon C-H pursuant to Eimco' s void Judgment
of Contempt are also deemed void.
parte without notice to C-H.

The writs were issued ex

Eimco falsely indicated in these

writs that C-H was a party and that Eimco had a judgment against
C-H.
Not only was the district court without jurisdiction
over C-H, but the court' s finding that C-H was the alter ego of
defendant Gerald Callahan was not supported by the evidence and
was clearly erroneous.

Eimco failed to present any evidence

that C-H failed to observe corporate formalities and operate as
a separate and legal entity, which is a required element for a
finding of alter ego.
The Judgment of Contempt should be vacated with
prejudice as to C-H and its assets, and Eimco should be directed
to return to C-H all of the property that it seized from C-H
pursuant to its various post-judgment writs.

ARGUMENT
I.

Eimco's Judgments are Void as against C-H
A judgment is void "if the court that rendered it

lacked jurisdiction of the subject matter or of the parties or
if the Court acted in a manner inconsistent with due process."
Richins v. Delbert Chlpman & Sons Co. . 817 P. 2d 382, 385 (Utah
App. 1991);fijg£fllso11 C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice
and Procedure § 2862, pp. 198-200 (1973 & Supp. 1992) (same).
The determination by the trial court at the insistence of Eimco
18

that C-H was the alter ego of Callahan and directing Callahan to
transfer to Eimco all of the assets of C-H, and all other action
taken by Eimco against C-H in furtherance of the July 9, 1991
Judgment of Contempt, was made (A) without jurisdiction over CH, and (B) without due process of law.
A.

THE DISTRICT COURT HAD NO JURISDICTION OVER C-H

"[I]f jurisdiction is lacking, the judgment cannot
stand without denying due process to the one against whom it
runs."

State Dept. of Social Services v. Viiil. 784 P. 2d 1130,

1132 (Utah 1989).

The district court purported to exercise

jurisdiction over C-H in its July 9, 1991 Judgment of Contempt
against defendant Gerald Callahan by virtue of its finding that
Callahan was the alter ego of C-H and that Callahan had to
transfer the assets of C-H to Eimco in order to purge himself of
contempt.

(R. 3224-3226, see Appendix 12. )

"'It is a basic

rule that a judgment is void and subject to collateral attack if
a lack of jurisdiction in the court appears on the face of the
record.'-

Bowen v. Olson. 122 Utah 66, 246 P. 2d 602, 604 (Utah

1952), quoting Butler v. McKev. 138 F. 2d 373, 376 (9th Cir.
1943).

As set forth below, and as is manifest by "the face of

the record," the district court never had jurisdiction over C-H,
and therefore was without authority to order the transfer of its
assets, because (1) Eimco never named C-H as a party to its
Complaint or to the contempt proceedings; (2) Eimco never sought
thereafter to join C-H as an indispensable party in accordance
with Rule 19; and (3) Eimco never sought to have C-H bound by
its judgments in accordance with Rule 71B.
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1.

C-H was Not a Party to the Complaint or to the
Contempt Motion

Rule 3(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
provides that •' [t]he court shall have jurisdiction from the time
of filing of the complaint or service of the summons and a copy
of the complaint."

Rule 4 sets forth the required procedure for

serving process upon a prospective party.

The record

demonstrates, on its face, that C-H was never named or served
with process as a party defendant in Eimco' s Complaint.
23).

(R. 2-

G & G Steel Corporation, Gerald Callahan and Glen Hansen

were the only defendants named and served with process by Eimco.
Furthermore, Eimco never named C-H as a subject of its Renewed
Motion for a Judgment of Contempt (R. 2384-2385, see Appendix
29), nor did it serve C-H an Order to Show Cause in that regard
(R. 2504-2505, see Appendix 7).

The contempt action was against

defendant Gerald Callahan, and against non-parties lone
Callahan, Lena Bloomquist, and David Von Mendenhall, all in
their individual capacities.

Only Gerald Callahan was found in

contempt; the contempt motion was denied as to all the non-party
individuals.

(R. 3224-3226, see Appendix 12. )

2.

Elyncp F&ilefl to Join C-H es en
Indispensable Party

C-H should have been named as a party to Eimco's
contempt motion inasmuch as the Judgement of Contempt that was
eventually entered stripped C-H of all its assets and it
directly related to C-H' s interests.

Rule 19 requires a person

or entity to be joined as a party to the action where:
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(1) in his absence complete relief cannot be accorded
among those already parties, or (2) he claims an
interest relating to the subject of the action and is
so situated that the disposition of the action in his
absence may (i) as a practical matter impair or impede
his ability to protect that interest or (ii) leave any
of the persons already parties subject to a
substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or
otherwise inconsistent obligations by reason of his
claimed interest. If he has not been so joined, the
court shall order that he be made a party.
Utah R. Civ. P. 19(a).
A party is considered indispensable if any of the
factors listed in Rule 19 exist.

The Utah Supreme Court has

also stated that "[a]n indispensable party is one xwhose
presence is required for a full and fair determination of his
rights as well as the rights of other parties to the suit. "
Bonneville Tower v. Thompson Michie Assoc. . 728 P. 2d 1017, 1019
(Utah 1986)(citing Cowen & Co. v. Atlas Stock Transfer Co. , 695
P. 2d 109 (1984); Kemp v. Murray. 680 P. 2d 758 (Utah 1984);
Sanpete County Water Conservancy Dist. v. Price River Water
Users Assoc., 652 P. 2d 1302 (Utah 1982)).

"The purpose of rule

19 is to protect against the entry of judgments which might
prejudice the rights of indispensable parties in their absence. "
Call v. City of West Jordan. 788 P. 2d 1049, 1054-55 (Utah App.),
Cert- denied, 800 P. 2d 1105 (Utah 1990); accord Landes v.
Capital City Bank. 795 P. 2d 1127, 1130 (Utah 1990).
The remedy for failing to join an indispensable party
is dismissal of the action.

Kemp v. Murray. 680 P. 2d 758, 760
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(Utah 1984).4

The issue of failure to join an indispensable

party can be raised "at any time in the proceedings, including
for the first time on appeal. "

Seftel v. Capital Citv Bank, 767

P. 2d 941, 944 (Utah App. 1989), aff' d, Landes v. Capital Citv
Bank. 795 P. 2d 1127 (Utah 1990).
C-H was an indispensable party to Eimco' s Renewed
Motion for Judgment of Contempt because all of C-H' s property
interests were transferred and seized by Eimco as a consequence
of the findings, conclusions and Judgment entered in connection
with that motion.

The Judgment of Contempt provided that "[t]o

purge himself of contempt, the defendant CALLAHAN shall
forthwith cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H
INDUSTRIES, INC. to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the FINAL JUDGEMENT herein." (R. 3225, see
Appendix 12.) H A plaintiff, [such as Eimco,] may not obtain
relief adverse to the property rights of others who are not
adverse parties to the case without bringing them before the
court.-

Bonneville Tower v. Thompson Michie Assoc. . 728 P. 2d

1017, 1019 (Utah 1986).

Further, "a court cannot dispose of or

In Bonneville Tower v. Thompson Michie Assoc., 728 P. 2d
1017, 1020 (Utah 1986), the court indicated that dismissal for
failure to join an indispensable party should be without
prejudice absent special circumstances. In this case, Eimco' s
Judgment of Contempt should be vacated with prejudice because
Eimco has had its hearing against C-H on the merits, and
intentionally failed to join C-H as a party to those
proceedings. At the March 29, 1991 contempt hearing, Eimco
failed to introduce evidence to justify the conclusion that C-H
is the alter ego of Gerald Callahan. See part III, infra.
Given these special circumstances, it would be inappropriate and
inequitable to allow Eimco to have a second chance to raise its
alter ego claim. The Judgment of Contempt should be vacated
with prejudice.
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adjudicate the property rights of others who are not made
parties to the action and are total strangers to the record. ••
I£. , citing Houser v. Smith, 19 Utah 150, 56 P. 683 (1899).
In its memorandum opposing C-H' s motion to intervene
in this appeal, at page 6, Eimco claimed that C-H made an
appearance "related to a garnishment dispute. . . . Thus C-H was
a party in the suit."

On April 18, 1991, and again on July 8,

1991, Eimco did serve Writs of Garnishment on C-H ordering it to
garnish employee Callahan' s wages as payment towards Eimco' s
Judgment against Callahan.
see Appendix 21.)
defendant.

(R. 3024, see Appendix 20; R. 3227,

C-H thereby became a garnishee, not a party

A garnishee by definition is a third person who may

possess property of a defendant.
64D(a)(iii).

See Utah R. Civ. Pro.

An appearance in court in connection with a

garnishment proceeding does not transform the garnishee into a
party defendant.

As described herein, an entity becomes a party

defendant, and subject to liability for judgments that may be
entered, only by being served with process and joined as a party
in accordance with Rules 3, 19 or 71B of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure.

This Eimco failed to do. 5

Eimco' s garnishment proceedings against Callahan wherein
C-H is named as a garnishee by Eimco is inconsistent with
Eimco's theory that C-H is the alter ego of Callahan. By asking
C-H to garnish employee Callahan' s wages, Eimco is recognizing
C-H as an independent corporate entity. By electing the remedy
of garnishment, Eimco is precluded from asserting an alter ego
theory and the remedy of writs of execution. See Morgan v.

Hiflflen Splendor Mining Co,, 155 F. supp. 257, 260-61 (D. Utah
1957); Family Bank of Commerce v. Nelson, 697 P.2d 216, 218
(Okla. App. 1985).
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3.

Eimco Never Bound C-H to the Judgments
Pyrgy^nt %Q Rytlg 71Bffr)

Eimco' s actions since the Judgment of Contempt against
Callahan on July 9, 1991, indicate that Eimco considered C-H to
be bound by that Judgment as well as by the underlying Judgment
that was entered against G & G, Callahan, and Hansen on March
15, 1991.

Eimco instituted writs of execution against C-H for

those Judgments, and Eimco asserted that it was a judgment
creditor of C-H during C-H' s bankruptcy proceedings.

This is

untenable because Eimco never joined C-H as a party to either
the Judgment of Contempt or to the underlying Judgment, and,
furthermore, Eimco never legally required C-H to be bound by
those judgments in accordance with the procedure prescribed by
Rule 7 IB of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 71B(b) provides that after a judgment has been
recovered against certain parties, "the plaintiff may require
any person not originally served with the summons to appear and
show cause why he should not be bound by the judgment in the
same manner as though he had been originally served with
process. •

Utah R. Civ. P. 71B(b).

The plaintiff is required to

serve a summons to that person, together with an affidavit
describing the judgment, and the person is then entitled to a
trial before the court.

Utah R. Civ. P. 71B(c)-(e).

Eimco was familiar with Rule 71B.

It had used Rule

71B proceedings unsuccessfully with regard to lone Callahan.

On

April 23, 1990, Eimco filed a motion under Rule 71B to join lone
Callahan as a defendant, in her individual capacity, and sought
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an order to show cause why she should not be bound by the
judgment announced by the court on November 7, 1989 because of
her involvement with C-H. (R. 2297-2298, see Appendix 27. ) In
its supporting memorandum, Eimco admitted that Rule 7IB
establishes the procedure whereby "the new party to be joined is
provided with adequate procedural and due process safeguards by
being given adequate time and opportunity to show cause why he
or she should not be bound."

(R. 2292-2293, see Appendix 28. ) 6

After an evidentiary hearing held December 6, 1990, the court
denied Eimco's motion.

(See statements by court at Dec. 6, 1990

hearing (R. 3982-3987), and at the hearing on Dec. 21, 1990, (R.
7230, 7233a) and its minute entry (R. 2599).)
Eimco never followed this required procedure set forth
in Rule 71B with respect to C-H, which would have afforded C-H
minimal due process protection.

Instead, Eimco arrogantly

proceeded ex parte, without notice or hearing to C-H, and
obtained Writs of Execution, Writs of Assistance, and
garnishment orders whereby all of C-H's property, business
records, bank accounts, everything, was seized to satisfy
Eimco' s Judgment against G & G, Callahan and Hansen.

Defendant Gerald Callahan filed a memorandum opposing
Eimco's motion to join lone Callahan as an additional defendant
(R. 2302-2305), together with an affidavit by Gerald Callahan
testifying that the business of C-H "was created in a manner
consistent with the this court' s verbal directions that affiant
and others had a right to compete with Eimco so long as no Eimco
detail drawings or G & G drawings made form [sic] Eimco detail
drawings were used." (R. 2299-2301. ) (A copy of Callahan's
opposing memorandum and affidavit is attached at Appendix 31. )
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B.

C-H WAS DENIED DUE PROCESS OF LAW

A fundamental right under the state and federal
constitutions is that no person or entity shall be deprived of
property "without due process of law."
§ 1; Utah Const, art. I, § 7.

U.S. Const, amend. XIV,

In furtherance of this right to

due process of law, Utah' s Rules of Civil Procedure require
service of process, with notice and a hearing, before a judgment
adverse to that person may be entered or enforced.

Eimco did

not follow these fundamental due process rules regarding C-H' s
interests.
1.

Eimco/ s Unlawful Technique

Eimco achieved its findings and judgments in this
case, to the detriment of C-H, by a bootstrapping backdoor
technique.

As set forth above, Eimco did not go after C-H

directly, and serve it with process and afford it a hearing as
prescribed by the Rules.

Instead, Eimco obtained its Judgment

of Contempt against Gerald Callahan, and then embellished the
court' 6 ruling to include a finding of alter ego in the written
findings which it submitted months after the hearing.

Eimco' s

delay and embellishment of the court' s ruling was not only a
violation of the Utah Rules of Judicial Administration, but by
proceeding in this fashion the court was unable to identify and
address in a timely fashion Eimco's failure to join C-H directly
as a party to the proceedings.
Eimco's May 16, 1990 Renewed Motion for Judgment of
Contempt did not seek to pierce the corporate veil of C-H, nor
did it request the remedy of an order transferring all of C-H' s
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property to Eimco.

(R. 2384-2385, see Appendix 29. )

Only one

sentence of Eimco' s memorandum supporting the motion
perfunctorily and gratuitously mentions an alter ego claim.

(R.

2394, see Appendix 30, "Further C-H Industries is operated as
the alter ego of CALLAHAN. ")

Even at the hearing on the

contempt motion, held ten months later on March 29, 1991 (which
was sixteen months since C-H had commenced doing business),
Eimco failed to introduce any evidence that C-H had failed to
observe corporate formalities and maintain itself has a separate
legal entity.

(See Part III, infra. )

Finally, the court' s

minute entry dated April 17, 1991 did not find that C-H was the
alter ego of Callahan.

It simply found defendant Callahan in

contempt, and fined him $5,000. (R. 2976, copy at Appendix 9. )
The minute entry makes no mention of C-H Industries, Inc.
Two months later, on June 13, 1991, Eimco submitted
proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and a Judgment
of Contempt for the court' s signature.

Only then does Eimco

disclose its plan to seize all of C-H's assets to satisfy
judgments in which C-H is not a party.

The written findings

were required to have been submitted within fifteen days, not
fifty-seven days, and they were required to be prepared "in
conformity with the ruling," not adding to the ruling.7

7

The

Rule 4-504(1) of the Utah Rules of Judicial
Administration provides as follows: "In all rulings by a court,
counsel for the party or parties obtaining the ruling shall
within fifteen days, or within a shorter time as the court may
direct, file with the court a proposed order, judgment, or
decree in conformity with the ruling." (Emphasis added.) The
purpose of this time requirement undoubtedly is to enable the
court to review the proposed written ruling while the court' s
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Judgment of Contempt was drafted to provide that "[t]o purge
himself of contempt, the defendant CALLAHAN shall forthwith
cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. to
plaintiff to be valued and applied to satisfaction of the FINAL
JUDGEMENT herein." (R. 3225, see Appendix 12. )
At a hearing on July 8, 1991, Callahan's attorney
strenuously objected to including C-H in the Findings and
Judgment.

But, by this time, the court felt it has gone too far

down the road to start from square one with C-H (see Transcript
of July 8, 1991 hearing, R. 7239-7275, especially at R. 72697275. ), and it executed the Findings, Conclusions and Judgment
as submitted by Eimco, without any changes.

Eimco did not

thereafter serve C-H with a Notice of Entry of the Judgment of
Contempt.

(R. 3217-3218, see Appendix 10. )
2.

Knowledge of Action does not Dispense with
Due Process Requirements

Eimco may claim that because officers of C-H, such as
lone Callahan and Joseph Wood, had actual knowledge of this
lawsuit, and were present in the courtroom during some of its
proceedings, that Eimco was justified in seizing C-H's assets
and making it subject to the judgments entered against the named
defendants.

This method does not comport with due process of

law nor is it permitted by the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Monroe Citv v. Arnold. 22 Utah 2d 291, 452 P. 2d 321
(Utah 1969), is instructive on this point.

Plaintiff Monroe

oral ruling or minute entry is fresh on court' s mind and to
ensure that it is consistent with what the court intended.
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City filed an action against defendant Arnold seeking to enjoin
the operation of his hog ranch claiming that its odor was a
public nuisance.

The trial court granted plaintiff request to

add the defendant' s two sons as parties defendant on the basis
that they were in court during the trial, and that the evidence
at trial revealed that the defendant had conveyed title to the
ranch in question a few months prior to plaintiff s action.

The

trial court allowed the defendant's sons to be joined as parties
without service of a summons, complaint, or other process.

On

appeal, the Utah Supreme Court reversed, stating "We are of the
opinion that the [two sons] could not be made parties defendant
in the manner adopted by the court. "

Id. , 452 P. 2d at 322,

citing Utah R. Civ. Pro. 21, and Barron & Holtzoff, Federal
Practice and Procedure. Rules Ed., § 543, p. 223.
C-H cannot be joined as a party defendant or made
subject to the judgments entered in this case by virtue of the
fact that some of its officers were in court as spectators or in
response to Writs of Garnishment.

Service of process must

occur, with notice and a hearing, in accordance with due process
protections and the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, before a
person or entity is subject to the jurisdiction of the court.
Physical presence is not sufficient.
requirement.

Eimco understands this

Its counsel cited the Monroe City case to the

district court in connection with its unsuccessful Rule 71B
proceedings against lone Callahan.
as Appendix 32.)
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(R. 3981-3982, copy attached

Eimco' s actions in depriving C-H of its property to
satisfy judgments in which C-H was not made a party is a
violation of C-H's fundamental due process rights.

Eimco was

able to cause this damage to C-H, and destroy it as a
competitor, by disregarding the rules of civil procedure, which
are designed to protect and preserve these rights.
II.

Eimco/ s Writs of Execution. Garnishment and Assistance
Were Unlawfully Issued Against C-H
C-H cannot be bound by the judgments entered by the

district court when it was never made a party to the proceedings
or to those judgments.

"Without a judgment, it logically

follows that there could be no writ of execution properly issued
since such a writ is issued to enforce a judgment."
Co. v. Simmons, 658 P. 2d 68, 72 (Wyo. 1983).

2-H Ranch

"A void judgment

is essentially a nullity; it is entitled to no force or effect.
Likewise, a nonexistent judgment can certainly have no force or
effect.

An execution issued upon a void judgment is itself

void." L&. (citations omitted); see also 30 Am. Jur. 2d § 10, p.
451 (1967) ("The general rule is that an execution may not issue
upon a void judgment.
absolutely void.").

An execution so issued is itself
Eimco's Writs of Execution served against

C-H on August 6-9, 1991 (Appendix 15) and again on March 4, 1993
(Appendix 24) are void because, as set forth above, Eimco's
Judgment of Contempt and underlying Judgment are void as against
C-H.
The manner in which Eimco guilefully executed and
interlineated C-H into its writs of execution demonstrates
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misplaced craftiness and is further evidence of C-H being denied
due process of law.

As observed in the Statement of Facts,

above, on August 6, 1991, Eimco filed an Ex Parte Motion for
Writ of Execution with the trial court to direct the sheriff or
constable "to immediately transfer all of the assets of C-H
Industries, Inc. to plaintiff . . . Eimco. . . to be valued and
applied to satisfaction of Gerald A. Callahan' s indebtedness
under the Judgment dated March 15, 1991."

(R. 3272-73).

The

motion for the Writ was not pursuant to the Judgment of
Contempt.

C-H was not served a copy of the Motion or Writ. (R.

3312-3313, copy at Appendix 14. )

No memorandum was filed by

Eimco in support of the Writ of Execution.

Callahan' s lawyer,

Mr. Fadel, received notice of the Writ and demanded a hearing.
After an immediate hearing that same day (minute entry at R.
3274; Transcript of Hearing at R. 7290-7319), the court signed
the Writ of Execution, which commanded the constable to collect
on the March 15, 1991 Judgment against Callahan and on the
Judgment of Contempt dated July 9, 1991 against Callahan by
"immediately transfer(ing] all the assets of C-H Industries,
Inc. , including but not limited to all inventory, accounts
receivable, customers, customer lists, . . .
. . Eimco."

all to plaintiff.

(R. 7117, cpoy at Appendix 15. )

Where Eimco' s Judgments are void and illegal as
against C-H, Eimco' s writs of execution, assistance and
garnishment issued against C-H pursuant to those judgments are
al6o void and entitled to no force or effect.
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III.

C-H is Not the Alter Eao of Callahan
Even if the district court had jurisdiction over C-H,

the Judgment of Contempt is clearly erroneous as to C-H because
the court' s finding of alter ego was not supported by the law or
by the evidence.
The Utah Supreme Court has adopted the following two
pronged test for determining when disregard of the corporate
entity is justifiable:
(1) there must be such unity of interest and ownership
that the separate personalities of the corporation and
the individual no longer exist, viz. , the corporation
is, in fact the alter ego of one or a few individuals;
and (2) the observance of the corporate form would
sanction a fraud, promote injustice, or an inequitable
result would follow.
Messick v. PHD Trucking Service. Inc. . 678 P. 2d 791, 794 (Utah
1984); Norman v. Murray First Thrift & Loan Co.. 596 P. 2d 1028,
1030 (Utah 1979).

The first prong of the test, referred to as

the "formalities requirement," is established by showing that
the corporation failed to observe the statutory requirements of
a corporation, including record keeping, shareholders' meetings,
adequate capitalization, stock issuance, etc.

Messick, 678 P. 2d

at 794.
No evidence was adduced by Eimco that C-H neglected to
observe such statutory requirements or corporate formalities.
(gee Transcript of March 29, 1991 hearing on Eimco's contempt
motion, R. 3712-3845. )

Thus, the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of law eventually drafted by Eimco in support of the
Judgement of Contempt against Callahan are without specific
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factual findings on the alter ego issue.

The Findings

conclusorily state: "C-H was formed by and for CALLAHAN and for
the purpose of avoiding the orders of this court and to avoid
the judgments of this court.

C-H is the alter ego of CALLAHAN. M

(R. 3212, copy at Appendix 11. ) Absent evidence and specific
findings as to the corporate formalities prong of the alter ego
determination, the Judgment of Contempt which ordered Callahan
to transfer all assets of C-H to Eimco is clearly erroneous and
must be reversed.
Evidence was introduced and the court did make more
specific findings as to the second prong of the alter ego
determination, that C-H was formed in contravention of the
court's November 15, 1989 Temporary Restraining Order by filling
G & G customer orders. (R. 3206-3216.)
this finding.9

C-H vigorously disputes

Unfortunately, because Eimco never joined C-H

as a party to those proceedings, C-H was not afforded the
opportunity of submitting evidence or making arguments to the
court in defense of its position.

Significantly, the non-parties, all C-H employees (lone
Callahan, David Von Mendenhall, and Lena Bloomquist) were
expressly not found to be in contempt of court. (R. 3216, see
Appendix 11.)
9

See Appendix 33, which is a summary of C-H's position
as to why the district court' s finding was clearly erroneous
that the business of C-H violated the November 15, 1991
Temporary Restraining Order.
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CONCLUSION
The trial court was wholly without jurisdiction over
C-H, its assets, or its business and affairs.

The Judgment of

Contempt of July 9, 1991, and the subsequent writs of seizure
are void as against C-H.

Justice can only be done in this

matter by vacating that Judgment with prejudice as is pertains
to C-H and its assets, and directing Eimco to return to C-H all
of the property that it seized from C-H pursuant to its various
post-judgment writs.
DATED this

/

day of April, 1993.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

^O^JoJl^-

By

William G. Fowler
James ^L/Gilson
Attorneys for C-H Industries, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused two copies of this
Brief of Intervenor C-H Industries, Inc. , to be mailed,—pontage
prpfrmiV this

z7

day of April, 1993, to the following:

George K. Fadel, Esq.
170 West 400 South
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Thomas J. Rossa, Esq.
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
David T. Berry, Esq.
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, Utah
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DEC17TS3*

VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler, Bar No. 1107
John A. Snow, Bar No. 3025
James D. Gilson, Bar No. 5472
Attorneys for C-H Industries, Inc.
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333

Utah Cou . ^ Appeals

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
OF THE
STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT CO.,
a Delaware Corporation,
Plaintiff, Appellee,
and Cross-Appellant,

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
TO INTERVENE BY
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.

vs.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah corporation, GERALD
CALLAHAN, an individual,
and GLEN O. HANSEN, an
individual,

Case No. 920645-CA

Defendants,
GERALD A. CALLAHAN,
Defendant, Appellant,
and Cross-Appellee,
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. ,
Intervenor.
Based on the Motion to Intervene by C-H Industries,
Inc. , the supporting Memorandum of Points and Authorities, and
good cause appearing therein,
193X21718 1

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion to Intervene by
C-H Industries is GRANTED;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that C-H Industries shall file a
brief in connection with its interests in this appeal within
thirty (30) days from the entry date of this Order.

Response

and reply briefs may be filed in accordance with the Utah Rules
of Appellate Procedure.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that C-H Industries may present
oral argument in support of its position at the time this appeal
is to be heard.
DATED: December

//^ , 1992.
BY THE COURT

Jiidge, Utah Critfrt of Appeals

-2193X21718.1

Tab 2

Callahan and Hansen

terminated was the sole

property

of EIMCO.
And I have concluded
4 I have this in my memorandum

here -- I don't

-- that these employees,

5

regardless of who they were employed by, were not

6

entitled

7

the time they terminated.

8

the sole property of EIMCO.

to take even a pencil

from that company at

That was the property

--

And no employee at

9 I termination had the right to take anything,

whether

10

valueless or not, that was in the possession

11

at the time that employee

of EIMCO

terminated.

12

Defendants Hansen and Callahan had no

13

right to remove any property of EIMCO's at the time

14

they terminated.

15

appropriation

16

To do so was w r o n g f u l , and was an

of another's

property.

Defendants Hansen and Callahan

17

return all of the property

they personally

must

took

from

18 I EIMCO at the time of their termination, and it matters
19 I not whether
20 I Whatever

the property was secret or confidential.

they took with them, they've got to return.

21

And the designation of secrecy or confidential has no

22

application

23

in that

regard.

The Court

found

the only documents

24 J are secret and confidential were

that

the detailed

25 I d r a w i n g s , and all other documents and publications

I

9

are

1

not.

2

And I want

to explain

that even

though

3

I've made that ruling, that still does not mean

4

they don't have

5

took even though they are not secret or

6

in d e s i g n a t i o n .

7

to return

those documents

document c o n t r o l , but

9

monitored

the program

so that one could

is not

EIMCO was that concerned

11

designation of secret and confidential

12

documents and p u b l i c a t i o n s .

13
14

by EIMCO

15

confidentiality

that

the

for all

the

of the legend on a drawing

in and of itself did not secure
of the drawing.

16 J the action of EIMCO

closely

about maintaining

The printing

for

readily construe

10

they

confidential

Now, EIMCO did have a program

8

And

in maintaining

17

confidentiality determines whether

18

secret and

19

that

that

the

the legend

plus

the secrecy and
the drawings

are

confidential.
EIMCO's actions did not clearly

20 J that the publications

reflect

or the drawings were always

21

remain secret and c o n f i d e n t i a l .

22

of my ruling as to the manuals and the general

23

assembly drawings and general arrangement d r a w i n g s .

24

felt after hearing

25

didn't retain their designation

the testimony

10

And

to

that's the basis

that those
of secrecy

documents
and

r ^r-.r**/" *~?

I

1

confidentiality.

Because I felt that once they came

2

into the hands of c u s t o m e r s , that their

3

pretty well

4

what she wanted

5

are -- therefore, that's one of -- that's one of

6

bases of my ruling

customers

-- could pretty well do what he wanted

7

to do with those d o c u m e n t s .

8

and G & G, can use whatever

9

m a n u a l s , et cetera, that were not secret
confidential

11

would

in competing with EIMCO.

13

but not to the extent

14

monopoly and allows

15

excessive charges

To do

cause EIMCO

18 I conclusion
19

otherwise

system.
interest,

that the Court creates a

the manufacturer

to

impose

for p a r t s .

Now, I concluded

17

Hansen

or

The Court must protect EIMCO's

16

the

information, d r a w i n g s ,

stifle the free enterprise

12

So, there

there.

Now, the D e f e n d a n t s , Callahan,

10

or

that G & G Steel did

to suffer d a m a g e s .

And I came to the

that the damages were in the amount of

$362,729 .

20

Now, as I read

21

that you submitted,

the case law in the cases

it supported

the position.

22 J However, the Court does have discretion
23 I basis upon which you calculated
24

to look at the

your d a m a g e s , and

determine whether or not they are reasonable.

25 1 felt that under

I

And I

the c i r c u m s t a n c e s , that $362,729

1 1

^r

:^

was

1

reasonable d a m a g e s .

2

percentage of their gross

3 I calculation

And

that was based upon a
income,

I felt this is a

-- you may not agree with it.

But I took

4

what Hansen and Callahan

5

the year 1968, and figured out roughly

6

which I felt was about what that company m a d e .

7

felt that was a reasonable p r o f i t , and so that's

8

basis of the $362,729

9
10

should be awarded.

17.5 percent,

that punitive

I ordered Callahan

I ordered

And I
the

damages

to pay

Hansen to pay 1 5 , 0 0 0 .

10,000

And

that G

& G is to pay $20,000.

13

Now, my reasoning

for that was that

14 I Court assesses punitive damages because
Defendants1

16

indifference

towards and disregard

17

others.

taking by the D e f e n d a n t s , Callahan

conduct

The

exhibited

18 I Hansen, of EIMCO product

and

a knowing

and

reckless

to the rights of

inducing others

and

to give

them detailed d r a w i n g s , which they knew or should

20 I known were secret or confidential, was w r o n g f u l .
21 I wrongful

act coupled

22

drawings and

23

drawings evidence

24

to respect

25 J

with the reproduction

the manufacturing

the

the

15

19

in

award.

Now, I also found

111 p u n i t i v e .
12

took out of that business

of parts

have
The

of the

from

these

the insensibility of the Defendants

the property rights of o t h e r s .
I grant you, the wealth of
12

the
w w

^

1

Defendants

in comparison

2

minuscule.

3

10,000.

The net worth of Hansen

4

35,000.

And

5

is approximately

6

the punitive damages based upon the

7

Defendant's net w o r t h .

The net worth of Callahan
is

60 to 8 0 , 0 0 0 .

The Court
of punitive damages

—

is

is less

Corporation

The Court has

that the award

in comparison

10

award of general d a m a g e s , but

11

c i r c u m s t a n c e s , the award of punitive damages

12

send a message

13

not be tolerated.

in view of

The Court

is convinced

their conduct

does not place some restraint upon

16

It is unfortunate

17 I relationship between

the Plaintiff

Callahan and Hansen deteriorated

19

Callahan and Hansen elected

20

promote and develop

should

the

them.

and

trusting

Defendants

to the point

their business

is not

that

that

to use what was EIMCO's

The Court now —
clear -- the Court

23

Hansen and G & G Steel Corporation

24

compete with Plaintiff.

indicating

to make

that Callahan

is not entitled

They have every right

r- "->r;,-:

13

;-^

and
to

to do

However, in competing with EIMCO, they cannot

I

to

interests.

and I wanted

22

25 I so.

the

if the Court

that the

18

21

to the

the conduct of D e f e n d a n t s ' will

14 I Defendants will continue
15

assessed

respective

I recognize

is negligible

that

than

approximately

the net worth of G & G Steel

8
9

to the Plaintiff

use

1

EIMCO's detailed drawings obtained

2

-- other

3

this caveat h e r e .

4

necessary controls upon a vendor or customer

5

case of their detailed d r a w i n g s , then the Court

6

deem that those drawings have lost their

7

of secret and

than vendors or customers of EIMCO.

8
9

If EIMCO does not impose

I'm

afraid

10

I have
the
in the
will

designation

confidential.
MR. ROSSA:

Honor?

from any one of the

Could you repeat

that, Your

I didn't quite understand

THE COURT:

What I'm

that.

saying here is, if

11

EIMCO doesn't exact from their vendor or customer

12

agreement

13

if G & G Steel obtains a drawing

14

vendor and uses

15

preclude

16

EIMCO has a responsibility

17

impose sufficient

18

customers with regards

19

detailed d r a w i n g s .

that these documents are confidential,
from a customer

it, then the Court's not going

them from doing

so.

Because I think

to make sure that

controls upon

20 J of a problem because

But I didn't

23 I that
24

or

to

they
and

particularly

see that that is much

the testimony was that, with

21 J exception, a detailed drawing never went
22 J customer.

then

that

their vendors

to the use of

an

But they do go to v e n d o r s .

rare

to a

And I think

if that vendor, who does not obtain a successful

bid, I think

25 J drawing

it behooves EIMCO then to get

that

-- that detailed drawing back and back
14

into

Tab 3

1

MR. FADEL:

Well,

if you analyze

2

this standpoint, Your Honor, the reason

3

give detailed

4

wanted

5

the p a r t s .

drawings

that customer

to a customer

they didn't

is that

they

to have to do deal with EIMCO

Now, that's something

6

it from

THE COURT:

7

allude to that.

8

EIMCO

9

for them, nor did I want

Okay.

You recall

apart

from

for

secrecy.

Now, look, and I did

I said that I didn't

want

to be able -- I didn't want to create a monopoly
to allow them, because of my

10

ruling, to charge excessive prices

for p a r t s .

I'm

11

aware of that.

12

clients

13

"Do it fairly without

the use of their d r a w i n g s .

And

14

you can go ahead and compete with them tomorrow.

You

15

can go out and

16

part

17

Bish Sheet Metal or State B r a s s , have it molded,

18

it to them, fine, you can do that."

So, therefore, I didn't preclude

from continuing b u s i n e s s .

I'm

just

your

saying,

if the customer wants you to make a

for them, give you the p a r t , you take it down,

19

I'm

20 I relief.

I'm

not

not -- I didn't give

through

23

you a copy of this.

24

this.

25

going

like that.

the -- I'm

Your clients --

going

for
I'm

to give each of

I have taken enough time on

This is the relief
to —

injunctive

imposing any so-called moratorium

21 I five years or anything
22 J going down

sell

that you requested.

give each one of them

And

this.
./ ^ ^ * * /•>

I
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I'm

1 J

I'm

going

to go down through that, and I

2

think you can see through there what I'm doing

3

that your clients are not precluded

4

business .

5

MR. FADEL:

6

damages

7

that just copying

8

said they copied

9

entitled

from

continuing

My main concern

imposed by the Court because

there,

is the

it seems to me

a drawing, if that's the evidence,
every one of them, that they would be

to damages

just because

they copied

the

10

drawings only to the extent, I think, Your Honor, if

11

they were actually proved

12

THE COURT:

to be s e c r e t s .
Well,

they proved

13 I have concluded

that they were secret

14 J c o n f i d e n t i a l .

And

17

there's no question, I don't

they had access

that one letter, they said within

18 I could

19 I there's no way that

to the d r a w i n g s .
three weeks

that were readily

24

Well,

Sheet

Make a mold.

that part."
MR. FADEL:

25

they

available,

take it down to Brass or Bish

22 I Metal and say, "Look, here's a drawing.
Produce

In

they could do that if they didn't

20 I have access to drawings

23

think,

was

replace any and all p a r t s , EIMCO p a r t s .

21 I if they could

I

and

15 I in anybody's mind here that their business
16 I generated because

it.

W e l l , Your Honor, that would

imply that they had 600,000 d r a w i n g s .
I

Whatorwa^ :
< >_. •—
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Tab 4

1 J

MR. BERRY:

I really do feel that we

2 I have to have some ability to inspect
inspect

3

actually

4

electronic

5

tape.

6

things have been erased and not used.

7

THE COURT:

We have to have some ability

probably going

9

part of EIMCO.
going

And not only that, but

data on a disk or on a 40 megabyte

8

10

these things.

the computers, to

to verify

W e l l , I think

if

these

-- this is

to be an ongoing monitoring
And

cassette

this -- only time will

task on the
tell

what's

to happen h e r e .

11 I

You k n o w , I think that based on my

12

ruling, that the Defendants will abide and

13

their responsibility.

If n o t , w e l l , then we maybe

14

have to have them back

into court on an order.

15

after this judgment

16

parties will attempt

17

is entered, I trust that
to work

I mean, I know

18

upon

19

money

that corporation

20 1 not be able to do it.

22

But

the

this o u t .
it is a terrible

burdon

to come up with that kind of

if they are going

21 J result of that

acknowledge

to stay in b u s i n e s s .

They may

This might come to an end as a

judgment.
MR. FADEL:

So, we'd have to start

the

23

business over.

24

We have to get another corporation and start over.

25

Your Honor said we should erase it.

THE COURT:

T h a t ' s , as I said
60

--

1 I
2

And

that's easy enough

THE COURT:

That's exactly what

to

do.

3
4

MR. FADEL:

happen h e r e , so that doesn't

5

MR. FADEL:

could

--

It's easy enough to d o , just

6

so -- the next time we'll have the customer make his

7

own d r a w i n g s .

8

know a lot of them d o , we will let the customer

9

the drawing

If he has a detailed drawing, and we

for him.

10

THE COURT:

11 I can do —

make

That's fine.

you can do that.

12

MR. BERRY:

I'm

As I said, you

not saying you c a n ' t .

Your Honor, in summary, I

13 I guess to focus, I think what

the Court

is really

14

saying

is that their fraudulent and wrongful

taking

15

and carrying

16

to convert

17

consent of EIMCO, if that occurred, and you are

18

forbidding

away of the property of EIMCO with

such property

to their use without

that, their use of that

intent

the

information?

19

THE COURT:

Right.

20

MR. BERRY:

In any way, shape or

21

THE COURT:

Right.

22

MR. FADEL:

But there, again, Your

form.

23

Honor, I guess we have to rely on the evidence.

The

24

only thing he took was the manual

Your

25 I Honor, would you consider what
61
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they got from the other
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

-r

JT

yi4

and
David T. JBerry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 2 63-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDER

v.
G Sc G STEEL CORPORATION,

Civil No. C88-5429

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.
This matter came before the court on November 7, 1989
at which time the court announced its decision on the trial in
the above identified matter.

Thereafter the plaintiff by and

through its counsel, Thomas J. Rossa and David T. Berry, moved
the court for a Temporary Restraining Order consistent with the
court's decision all pending preparation and entry of detailed
findings of fact, conclusions of law and a final judgment.

The

defendants were represented by and through their counsel George

^ p ^ .

<-•-

^

^

2

-

K. Fadel and Richard F. Bojanowski.
The court ruled on November 7, 1989 from the bench
restraining the defendants as stated on the record.

The parties

were thereafter unable to agree to a written order so the matter
again came before the court on November 14, 1989.

The

plaintiffs were represented by Thomas J. Rossa and David T.
Berry.

The defendants were represented by George K. Fadel and

Richard F. Bojanowski.

Defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen

0. Hansen were also personally present in court.

Based on the

further presentation of the counsel, the court does now
therefore:
ORDER that:
1.

Plaintiff's oral motion for a temporary restraining

order be and the same is hereby granted as hereinafter set forth.
2.

The defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen 0.

Hansen, separately and together, and also together with all those
in active consort or participation therewith who receive actual
notice hereof by personal service or otherwise, be and the same
are hereby restrained from transferring, damaging, selling,
giving away, disposing of, hiding or shipping, in any and all
ways, any and all of their non exempt property and any and all
property of the defendant, G & G Steel Corporation, both personal
and real, including, but not limited to, the stock of defendants
Callahan and Hansen in defendant, G & G Steel Corporation, until
entry of the final judgment herein, except defendants, Callahan
and Hansen may make dispersements in payment of ordinary and
2

regular household and business expenses only to the extent such
defendant is personally liable therefor.
3.

The defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen 0.

Hansen, separately and together, and also together with all those
in active consort or participation therewith receiving actual
notice hereof by personal service or otherwise including their
attorneys, agents and representatives, be and the same are hereby
restrained from:
a.

Using any EIMCO detail drawing now in the
possession of G & G Steel, defendant Gerald A.
Callahan and defendant Glen 0. Hansen.

b.

Making, using, shipping or selling any part,
article, tool, mandrel, mold, form, casting,
tooling, subassembly, component, assembly or item
made in whole or in part, for any machine made or
sold by plaintiff from any existing G & G detail
drawing unless and except it has been shown by the
defendants by olear at^ oonv-i nnH-ng evidence
already of record and admitted at the trial
heretofore had from October 3, to 19, 1989 that a
particular existing G & G detail drawing was in
fact made other than by reference to an EIMCO
detail drawing.

c.

Seeking EIMCO detail drawings from former EIMCO
employees, from retired EIMCO employees and from
EIMCO vendors except and to the extent they are
3

o ~

^

offered by the vendor without solicitation by, for
or on behalf of the defendants.

DATED this

/&

day of November, 1989.

BY THE COURT

Z21

AU

A. Rokich
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.

We, the undersigned, for the purpose of forming a
corporation under the laws of the State of Utah relating to
private corporations, do hereby associate, and for that purpose
agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
The name

of the corporation hereby formed is and shall

be:

!l4d/

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.

MOV 29 128S,

ARTICLE I I
The names of the incorporators
places of residence are as follows:

and

their respective

GEHALD A. CALLAHAN

928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

IONE CALLAHAN

928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

JOAN HANSEN

3219 Teton Drive
Salt Lake City, Ut. 84109
ARTICLE III

The corporation shall exist for the term of fifty years
unless sooner dissolved according to law.

^ ~"?
- '

ARTICLE 17
The object, business and

pursuit

of

•18

this corporation

shall be:
A.

To

engage

generally

in

the

business

of steel
EXHIBIT K
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B.

To

engage

in

building

and

machinery,

design,

construction and sales.
C.

To engage in the business of sale and distribution

of merchandise of all kinds.
D.
real

and

To

conduct

personal

an

property

investment
of

all

business dealing with

kinds

including

leasing

enterprises.
B.

To enter

into any

kind of contract or agreement,

cooperative or profit-sharing plan with its officers or employees
that

the

corporation

otherwise to

may

reward or

deem

pay such

advantageous
persons for

or

expedient or

their services as

the directors may deem fit.
F.

To

do

any

and

all

such

other

acts,

things,

business or businesses in any manner connected with or necessary,
incidental,

convenient

or

auxiliary

hereinbefore enumerated or calculated
promote the

interest of

to

any

of

directly or

the

objects

indirectly to

the corporation; and in carrying on its

purposes, or for the

purpose of

its business,

any and all acts and things and to exercise

to do

any and all other

powers, which

attaining or

a co-partner

furthering any of

or natural person

could do or exercise and which now or hereafter may be authorized
by law, in any part of the world.
G.

To perform any and

^-^""9
all

acts

granted

as general
EXHIBIT K
powers to corporations by the laws of the State of Utah.
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ARTICLE V
The
office of

principal

place

the corporation

of

shall be

Bountiful, Utah 84010, with branch
business and

business

and

at 928
offices

the principal

East Chelsea Drive,
or

their

places of

operations to be established elsewhere as the Board

of Directors may determine.
ARTICLE VI
The

amount

of

authorized

capital

stock

of

this

corporation shall be shall be FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS (50,000.00),
which shall be divided into

FIFTY

THOUSAND

SHARES

(50,000) of

Common Stock of the par value of ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) per share.
Each and

every issue

of capital

stock of this corporation on the
be approved

by a

majority of

majority of the Board of

stock or transfer of

books of

the corporation shall

the voting

stockholders, or by a

Directors

when

such

majority

of the

Board of Directors voting constitute the holders of a majority of
the voting stock of
shall

be

valid

this corporation,

without

such

Directors or

stock to

the

transferrer

person
within

of

the

approving

body.

The

stockholders must approve the transfer of
or

a

issue or transfer

approval, which shall be made to

appear in the minutes of meeting
Board of

and no

persons

period

designated

by

the iitt^xLing

of time not exceeding ninety days

from the date of application for approval of transfer, unless the
approving board of stockholder, prior to the laDse of said nin#tv

-4-

ARTICLE VII
This

corporation

consideration of
been

received

at least
by

the

shall

not

commence

One Thousand

corporation

business until

Dollars ($1,000.00) has

for

issuance

of corporate

shares.
ARTICLE VIII
Certificate

of

stock

shall

be issued only for fully

paid shares.
ARTICLE IX
The amount of capital

stock for

which each

party has

subscribed is as follows:
IONE CALLAHAN

1000 shares

JOAN HANSEN

1000 shares

ARTICLE X
The property

and business of this corporation shall be

managed by its Board of Directors, not less
than nine

in number

and may

than three

nor more

from year to year be determined by

the stockholders in annual meeting, and

one of

whom shall

be a

r,~'?r~rI1

resident of the State of Utah.

sjl ' /»• i— CJ JL

The officers

of the corporation shall be chosen by the

Board of Directors and shall be a President,
Secretary and
another office.

a Treasurer.

a Vice-President, a

The Treasurer may also be holder of
EXHIBIT K
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ARTICLE XI
The initial registered office of the
be

928

Chelsea

Drive,

Bountiful,

registered agent shall be lone
Bountiful, Utah

84010, who

corporation shall

Utah 84010, and the initial

Callahan

at

928

Chelsea Drive,

consents to act as such by signature

herein.

>^L.

(KS^IPJL^J
IONE CALLAHAN

ARTICLE XII
A majority of the Board of Directors shall be necessary
to

form

a

quorum

and

the authorized to transact business and

exercise the corporate powers of the corporation.
Meeting of the Board of Directors shall be
general office

held at the

of the company or elsewhere within or without the

State of Utah, as the Board may by resolution or by-laws provide.
If stated

meeting of the Board are not instituted, said meetings

may be called by the President or Secretary

by giving

five days

notice thereof by mail or personally to each director.
ARTICLE III
The Board
alter

or

amend

superintendents and

of Directors
by-laws;

to

u~.ic.Ji6

shall have
employ

and

authority to make,
remove

managers,

employees of every kind; to fix salaries and

compensation of officers and agents; to authorize and cause to be
EXHIBIT K
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issued

and

executed

liens, without

all

deeds,

limits as

leases,

the amount

bonds, mortgages and

upon the

property of this

corporation.
The

following

named

persons

constitute the Board of

Directors of this corporation

from

their

been duly elected and qualified as

successor

shall

have

the

date

hereof

and until

provided in these articles, to-wit:
GEHALD A. CALLAHAN

928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

IONE CALLAHAN

928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

JOAN HANSEN

3219 Teton Drive
Salt Lake City, Ut. 84109
ARTICLE XIV

The annual or

regular

stockholders9

meeting

of this

corporation for the election of directors and for the transaction
of any business that shall come before it,
general office
Monday in

place

and

provided by

held at the

of this company at Bountiful, Utah, on the second

February,

meetings may

shall be

1991,

be held
object

annually

after giving

thereof

the laws

and

by

thereafter.

Special

ten days* notice as to time,

mail,

and

except

as otherwise

of the State of Utah, said meetings may be

held when a majority of the stockholders of the voting stock are
^ _ ^
EXHIBIT K
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present.
the day

The failure to hold any such stockholders' meetings on
appointed shall

not forfeit,

nor in

any way interfere

with the rights acquired by the corporation under this agreement,
but any such meeting, general or
subsequent

time

by

giving

special,

ten

days

may

notice

elections of this corporation each stockholder
to as

many votes

be

held

at any

by mail.

In all

shall be entitled

as he holds shares of fully paid voting stock,

and representation by proxy in writing

filed with

the Secretary

shall be allowed at all stockholders' meetings, either general or
special.
ARTICLE XV
The fully paid
hereby declared

capital

sock

to be nonassessable.

of

this

corporation is

Calls and easements may be

made upon unpaid subscription when deemed necessary by
of Directors

in amounts

the Board

not exceeding ten per cent per annum of

the amount of the unpaid subscriptions.
ARTICLE XVI
The
corporation

private
shall

not

property
be

of

liable

the
for

stockholders
debts,

of

obligations

this
or

liabilities of the corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we
this

29th

have

hereunto

set

out hands

dav of November, 1989.
-

—

^^
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-8Gerald C^JJahan

lone Callahan

4oan Hansen
STATE

OF

UTAH)
ss

COUNTY OF DAVIS)
GERALD A. CALLAHAN, IONE CALLAHAN, and JOAN HANSEN,each
being first duly sworn for themself, depose and say that he/she
has read the foregoing Articles of Incorporation of "c-H Industries,
INC; that he/she knows the contents thereof and that the same is
true to the best of their knowledge, information and belief.

Gerald Callahan

a

lone Callahan

/26an

Hansen

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
November, 1989.

29th

Notary Public
Residing in
City, Utah
My Commission expires:

C^^C55

day of

f)
Salt uiaJce
EXHIBIT K
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MAY I 8 1990.., %
David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

k'^7

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
05020
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

v.

Civil No. C88-5429

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
kj_ CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.
Upon ex parte motion by the plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY (EIMCO) as
supported by appropriate and sufficient evidence, the court being
fully advised in the premises does now therefore:
ORDER the defendant GERALD A. CALLAHAN, the party IONE
CALLAHAN, the party LENA BLOOMQUIST and the party DAVID VON
MENDENHALL to each appear before the Honorable John A. Rokich in
his courtroom at 240 East 400 South, Salt Lake City, Utah on the
0A

> 4 2 2 DATE4-——_i)Mt_J_2
"UPON.
JJ_
snwy-KPUTjr mmta

I H, I

si

•

=_

COUNTY, UTAH

JE

-HMt_

UPON.
siNOT-peryTr cof«T«Lf

si

^

COUNTY, UTAH

•u-

^

-

^

/ / day of

;~ ti. ^ , 1990 at the hour of

c7

V _£_.m. or on such

other date and time as counsel may agree subject to the
convenience of the court, to then and there show cause, if any
they have, why each and all should not be held in contempt of
this court by acting in contravention to the TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER dated November 15, 1990 and further why this
court should not award plaintiff judgment GERALD A. CALLAHAN,
IONE CALLAHAN, LENA BLOOMQUIST and DAVID VON MENDENHALL, jointly
and severally, for EIMCO'S damages, fines to be assessed (if any)
and plaintiff's attorneys fees attendant hereto, and why this
court should not impose other penalties provided by law under
Utah Code § 78-32-10; and
ORDER the defendant GERALD A. CALLAHAN to also appear
before the Honorable John A. Rokich in his courtroom as aforesaid
to then and there show cause, if any he has, why he should not be
held in contempt of this court for deceiving the court regarding
his income and that of GLEN HANSEN and award EIMCO its damages
including attorney's fees, fines to be assessed and impose other
penalties provided by law under Utah Code § 78-32-10•
DATED this

/ £ day of May, 1990.
BY THE COURT

John A. Rokich
district Court Judge

2lo\2]
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

HM«

2o1

*il)*J

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
05160
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Civil No. C88-5429

Judge J.A. Rokich

:

I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage
prepaid, true and correct copies of the foregoing RENEWED MOTION
FOR JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT, EX PARTE MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE, ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE, AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. ROSSA and
MEMORANDUM

(RE: CONTEMPT) to:

George Fadel, Esq.
170 West 400 South
Bountiful, Utah 84010
and
Richard F. Bojanowski
8 East 300 South
#735
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
DATED this l%fh

day of May, 1990.

i

ti/}4eMt yj'crrA'C/Hi

//
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MINUTE ENTRY
ENVIROTECH CORP.
PLAINTIFF
VS
G AND G STEEL CORP.

CASE NUMBER 880905429 CV
DATE 04/17/91
HONORABLE JOHN A ROKICH
COURT REPORTER
COURT CLERK MTR

DEFENDANT
TYPE OF HEARING:
PRESENT:
P. ATTY. ROSSA, THOMAS
D. ATTY. FADEL, GEORGE K.

*MINUTE ENTRY*
"THE MOTION OF DEFENDANT CALLAHAN, FOR A NEW TRIAL AND TO
AMEND THE FINDINGS AND JUDGMENT, ARE DENIED, EXCEPT AS TO THOSE
AMENDMENTS THAT WERE STIPULATED TO BY COUNSEL.
THE COURT FINDS THAT THE CONDUCT OF DEFENDANT CALLAHAN, WAS
CONTEMPTUOUS IN THAT HE MISLEAD THE COURT AS TO EARNINGS AND
ASSETS, AND HE HAS OBVIATED AND CIRCUMVENTED THE COURT'S RESTRAINING ORDERS BY CREATING OTHER CORPORATIONS TO DO WHAT HE
WAS RESTRAINED TO DO. AS A RESULT OF HIS CONDUCT, DEFENDANT
CALLAHAN IS ORDERED TO PAY $5,000.00 TO PLAINITIFF.

cc
THOMAS J. ROSSA
JEFF ALDOUS
DAVID T. BERRY
GEORGE K. FADEL

Qo2S76
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David V. Trask (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (A5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

.All 4 45?K'Si

and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 526-2116
Attorneys for Plaintiff
05151

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

:
i
!
:
::

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O- HANSEN, an individual,

i:
;
:
:

Defendants.

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF
JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT

Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J.A. Rokich

:

Pursuant to Rule 58A(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure and Rule 4-504(4) of the Code of Judicial
Administration, please take notice that the attached JUDGMENT OF
CONTEMPT in the above case was signed and entered on the 9th day
of July, 1991.

DATED this /^^aay of July, 1991.

Thomas J. Rossa
Jeffrey N. Aldous
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
and
David T. Berry
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT

84101

Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the
foregoing NOTICE OP ENTRY OP JUDGMENT OP CONTEMPT, along with a
copy of this CERTIFICATE OP SERVICE were deposited in the United
States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to:
George K. Fadel
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Attorney for Defendant
DATED this _/£>^-day of July, 1991.
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David V. Trask (A 3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A 2806)
Laurence B. Bond (A 3766)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
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and
David T. Berry (A 4196)
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
06131
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff

FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

vs.
Civil No. C88-5429
G Si G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants,

The RENEWED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT, dated May
16, 1990, and the ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE dated May 18, 1990,
directing defendant CALLAHAN as well as IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST and DAVID VON MENDENHALL to appear and show cause why
each should not be held in contempt of court, all came before the
^

4—

f^,~

court for hearing on March 29, 1991. George K. Fadel appeared
for and on behalf of defendant CALLAHAN as well as IONE CALLAHAN,
LENA BLOOMQUIST and DAVID VON MENDENHALL, all of whom also
appeared in person. The plaintiff EIMCO appeared by and through
its Vice President Jerry Boyd and by and through its counsel,
Thomas J. Rossa and David T. Berry.

Having heard argument of

counsel and having read the memoranda supplied by counsel and
having heard the live testimony of witnesses and the persons
ordered to appear, and having carefully considered all the
evidence of record and the demeanor of the witnesses the court
hereby enters the following:

FINDINGS OP FACT
A.

Background
1.

This is an action for injunctive relief and damages

stemming from the defendants' unauthorized possession, use and
disclosure of plaintiff's property including confidential and
proprietary information of plaintiff.
2.

This action was commenced on August 22, 1988. It

was tried to the court sitting without a jury from October 3,
1989 to October 18, 1989. The court announced its decision on
November 7, 1989. A stay evolving from bankruptcy proceedings
undertaken by defendant G & G STEEL CORPORATION delayed further
proceedings until April of 1990 when the bankruptcy proceedings
were dismissed.

Thereupon this matter resumed leading to the
2

entry of FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW dated March 15,
1991 and a FINAL JUDGMENT dated March 18, 1991.
3.

At the outset of these proceedings the court

issued a TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER dated August 22, 1988 and a
modification thereof identified as a MODIFIED TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER and ORDER RE:

REPLEVIN dated August 30, 1988.

The two restraining orders restrained the defendants from
transferring certain items such as drawings, blueprints, molds
and the like.
4.

During pretrial proceedings defendant Gerald A.

CALLAHAN and defendant G & G STEEL CORPORATION were each served
with a subpoena dated September 2, 1988 compelling the production
of certain materials including EIMCO drawings and manuals.
5.

On November 7, 1989 the court orally restrained

the defendants including specifically GERALD CALLAHAN and later
entered a written TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER dated November 15,
1989 by which Gerald CALLAHAN and G & G STEEL CORPORATION were
restrained from transferring, selling, giving away, disposing of,
hiding . . . any and all of their non-exempt property and any and
all property of defendant G & G STEEL CORPORATION . . . . w

The

court later entered a MODIFIED TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER dated
April 10, 1990 in which the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER of
November 15, 1989 was modified to permit transfers to EIMCO from
the defendants.
6.

The plaintiff EIMCO filed a RENEWED MOTION FOR
3

JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT dated May 16, 1990 renewing its earlier
charge of contempt and seeking a ruling from the court thereon.
7.

An EX PARTE MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE dated

May 16, 1990 was also filed by EIMCO pursuant to which the court
issued the ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE of May 18, 1990 directing the
defendant GERALD CALLAHAN and non-parties IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST and DAVID VON MENDENHALL to appear and show cause why
they should not be held in contempt of court.

B.

The Parties
1.

Plaintiff Envirotech Corporation is a corporation

of the State of Delaware doing business at 669 West 200 South,
Salt Lake City, Utah, as EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

The

plaintiff is herein referred to as "EIMCO".
2.

The defendant, GERALD A. CALLAHAN (herein

CALLAHAN) resides at 928 East Chelsea Drive, Bountiful, Davis
County, Utah.
3.

The defendant, GLEN O. HANSEN (herein HANSEN),

resides at 3219 Teton Drive, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County,
Utah.
4.

The defendant, G & G STEEL CORPORATION (herein

G & G STEEL) is a corporation of the State of Utah which had its
principal place of business at 3575 South West Temple, Salt Lake
County, Utah until April, 1990.
5.

The party IONE CALLAHAN (hereinafter IONE) also
4

resides at 928 East Chelsea Drive, Bountiful, Davis County, Utah.
6.

The party LENA BLOOMQUIST (hereinafter BLOOMQUIST)

is a resident of Salt Lake County, State of Utah.
7.

The party DAVID VON MENDENHALL (hereinafter VON

MENDENHALL) is a resident of Salt Lake County, State of Utah.
8.

In October 1982, CALLAHAN and HANSEN formed G Si G

9.

G & G STEEL ceased business operations in December

10.

IONE is the wife of CALLAHAN.

STEEL.

1989.
IONE has served as

the president and a director of G & G STEEL from its inception
until December 1989 when she resigned.

IONE is also a

shareholder of G & G STEEL.
11.

CALLAHAN was an officer and employee of G & G

STEEL until he resigned in November 1989 sometime after November
7, 1989.
12.

BLOOMQUIST and VON MENDENHALL were employees of

G St G STEEL during 1988 and 1989 and terminated their employment
at the end of December and the end of November respectively.

C.

New Corporations
1.

On or about November, 1989, CALLAHAN and IONE

together with defendant GLEN O. HANSEN and his wife Joan Hansen
formed G & G PRODUCTS INC. (G & G PRODUCTS), a Utah corporation.
2.

CALLAHAN was an incorporator and an officer of
5

G & G PRODUCTS.

IONE was president of G & G PRODUCTS.

CALLAHAN

and IONE were directors.
3.

G & G PRODUCTS was formed to succeed to the

business of G & G STEEL and was in the same business as G & G
STEEL.
4.

G & G PRODUCTS operated only a few weeks after

which C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. was formed.
5.

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. (hereinafter C-H) was

incorporated on or about November 29, 1989.
sole shareholder and president of C-H.

IONE was and is the

CALLAHAN and IONE were

initial directors.
6.

C-H was formed to succeed to the business of G & G

PRODUCTS and business of G & G STEEL and is the same business as
G & G STEEL.

It was formed so that CALLAHAN would have a job and

could continue in the same business as that of G & G STEEL.
I.

C-H hired VON MENDENHALL and BLOOMQUIST in January

1991, who were assigned to the same jobs and performed the same
duties as they did as employees of G & G STEEL.
8.

CALLAHAN has been an employee of C-H since it was

established.
9.

Over 80% of the customers of C-H were customers of

G Si G STEEL.
10.

C-H took over most of the uncompleted contracts of

G Si G STEEL.
II.

C-H succeeded to the business of G & G STEEL,

selling substantially similar products to substantially the same
customers as G & G STEEL.
12.

C-H and G & G PRODUCTS did not compensate G & G

STEEL for any of the business acquired from G & G STEEL.
13.

CALLAHAN, with the assistance of IONE, caused the

business of G & G STEEL to be transferred to C-H without
compensation to G & G STEEL.
14.

C-H was formed by and for CALLAHAN and for the

purpose of avoiding the orders of this court and to avoid the
judgments of this court.

D.

C-H is the alter ego of CALLAHAN.

Knowledge
1.

At all times pertinent hereto CALLAHAN, IONE,

BLOOMQUIST and VON MENDENHALL knew of the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDER of November 1989 ('89 TRO) and the MODIFIED TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER of April, 1990 ('90 TRO) and that transfer of
the G & G STEEL assets was thereby prohibited.
2.

Neither CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST or VON

MENDENHALL sought advice of counsel regarding the permissible
scope of activity under the '89 TRO and '90 TRO.
3.

Neither CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST or VON

MENDENHALL sought guidance of the court regarding the permissible
scope of activity under the '89 TRO and '90 TRO.
4.

CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST, and VON MENDENHALL

knew that C-H was being set up to do what each believed could not
7

be done through or by G & G STEEL.

E.

Financial Testimony
1.

During the course of the trial in October 1989,

the following dialogue between the court and defendant CALLAHAN
took place:
The Court

What do you make at
G & G?

Mr. Callahan

My salary is a thousand
dollars a month, plus I
get paid based on sales.

The Court

I saw that it was a
thousand dollars a month,
but how much did you make
last year?

Mr. Callahan

About $60,000.

The Court

How much?

Mr. Callahan

About $60,000.

2.

CALLAHAN in fact made over $100,000.00 for the

year in question and has now so admitted.
3.

At the trial, CALLAHAN testified as to his assets

stating that he had no substantial savings accounts or other
personal assets of consequence.
4*

At the time of trial CALLAHAN had an account with

over $30,000.00 in cash remaining after receiving a bonus payment
of $42,000.00 a few weeks before trial.
5.

The court relied on the testimony of CALLAHAN.
8
^ •>> ^ *"*

T
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6,

The court was misled by the testimony of CALLAHAN

regarding his assets and his income.

F.

Fine
1.

The plaintiff EIMCO has been damaged by the

conduct of CALLAHAN to the extent that EIMCO expended time and
effort to find the true facts and to bring this matter to the
attention of the court and that EIMCO was frustrated in its
proofs at trial.
2.

CALLAHAN deliberately misled the court regarding

his income and assets and has exhibited disregard for the court
and its orders which disregard is contemptuous.
3.

CALLAHAN should be fined in the amount of

$5,000.00 which sum should be paid to plaintiff.
4.

The plaintiff EIMCO has also expended fees for its

attorneys to advance this matter before the court.

CONCLUSIONS OP LAW
1.

The court has jurisdiction over the defendant

CALLAHAN and over the non-party individuals IONE, VON MENDENHALL
and BLOOMQUIST.
2.

Any finding of fact heretofore made which is a

conclusion of law shall be so deemed; and any conclusion of law
hereinafter set forth which is a finding of fact or ultimate fact
shall be so deemed.
9

3.

CALLAHAN and IONE founded G & G PRODUCTS and C-H

INDUSTRIES and have transferred substantial assets of G & G STEEL
thereto.
4.

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. and G & G PRODUCTS, INC. are

the alter ego of CALLAHAN, having been founded and operated as a
subterfuge to evade the orders of this court.
5.

The evidence is clear and convincing that CALLAHAN

deliberately misled the court as to his assets and his earnings.
6.

The evidence is clear and convincing that CALLAHAN

obviated and circumvented the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER of
November 14, 1989 and the MODIFIED TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER of
April 1990 by creating first G Si G PRODUCTS and then C-H
INDUSTRIES INC. and transferring the business of G & G STEEL
through G Si G PRODUCTS to C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., thereby doing
what he was restrained from doing.
7.

CALLAHAN is in contempt of this court under the

provision of Utah Code Annotated § 78-31-1 (4) and (5).
8.

CALLAHAN should be fined and pay to plaintiff the

sum of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) pursuant to Utah Code
Annotated § 78-32-11.
9.

CALLAHAN should pay to plaintiff all of

plaintiff's attorneys7 fees and costs attendant hereto; and
plaintiff should submit a bill of fees and costs attendant
hereto.
10.

To purge himself of CONTEMPT, CALLAHAN should
10

^ ~ ^ A.
T ******
*. ~

forthwith transfer to the plaintiff all of the assets of C-H
INDUSTRIES, INC.
11*

The court elects to make no ruling on the renewed

MOTION FOR CONTEMPT dated May 16, 1990.
12.

it has not been clearly and convincingly shown

that IONE, BLOOMQUIST and VON MENDENHALL are in contempt of this
court.

DATED this J]_ day of ^i U X ,

1991.

BY THE COURT

Hpnpjrable John A. Re
Rokich
D> i s ttir i c t Judge

11

Tab 12

David V. Trask (A 3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A 2806)
Laurence B. Bond (A 3766)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A 4196)
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

A&&8&H.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff

via-°,i-%ii<Wx

JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT

vs.
Civil No. C88-5429
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

This matter came before the court for hearing on the
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE dated May 18, 1990 and on the RENEWED MOTION
FOR CONTEMPT dated May 16, 1990.

The plaintiff appeared in the

person of its Vice President Jerry Boyd and by and through its
counsel Thomas J. Rossa and David T. Berry.

The defendant GERALD

A. CALLAHAN (CALLAHAN) appeared in person and by and through his
counsel George K. Fadel.

The non-parties IONE CALLAHAN (IONE),

DAVID VON MENDENHALL (MENDENHALL) and LENA BLOOMQUIST
(BLOOMQUIST) also appeared in person and by and through their
counsel George K. Fadel.

The court having heretofore entered its

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, it is now therefore

ORDERED AND JUDGED AND DECREED that:
1.

This court has jurisdiction of this matter, of the

party defendant CALLAHAN and the non-parties MENDENHALL,
BLOOMQUIST and IONE.

2.

The defendant GERALD A. CALLAHAN is in contempt of

this court.

3.

The defendant GERALD CALLAHAN shall forthwith pay

to plaintiff the sum of FIVE THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS
($5,000.00) as a fine for his contemptuous conduct; and plaintiff
be and is hereby awarded judgment for the amount of said fine
together with interest thereon at the legal rate until paid.

4.

To purge himself of contempt, the defendant

CALLAHAN shall forthwith cause the transfer of all the assets of
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the FINAL JUDGEMENT herein.
2

5.

CALLAHAN shall pay all costs and attorneys' fees

of plaintiff attendant hereto.

Plaintiff shall submit a bill of

costs and a statement of its attorneys' fees within twenty (2 0)
days hereof; and defendant CALLAHAN shall have ten (10) days
thereafter to object.

6.

The ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE of May 18, 1991 be and is

hereby dismissed as to I ONE, BLOOMQUIST and VON MENDENHALL.
DATED this J_

day of

^J U&*

1991.

BY THE COURT

>/X A

Honourable John A. Rokich
District Judge

Tab 13

David V. Trask (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

•i «

*•;'«!

TK!P:

DY_T y

and
David T. Berry (A4196)
257 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-7070
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

i
i
!
!
EX PARTE MOTION FOR
WRIT OF EXECUTION

Plaintiff,
V.

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

:!
:
:
:

Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

Pursuant to Rule 69 of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, plaintiff EIMCO hereby moves the court to issue a
special writ of execution directing the Sheriff or Constable of
Salt Lake County, State of Utah, to immediately transfer all of
the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company to be valued

and applied to satisfaction of Gerald A. Callahan's indebtedness
under the Judgment dated March 15, 1991.
DATED this

S*^

day of August, 1991.

Davjisr y. TrasJ
Thomas J. Rossa
Jeffrey N. Aldous
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
257 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-7070
Attorneys for Plaintiff

v
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Tab 14

David ». j.icii./s (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (A5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

- ..... r-« 'SI
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I

TSir v
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li __-

\)J^

and
David T. Berry (A4
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 526-2116
Attorneys for Plaintiff
06211

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

!
:
!
:

Plaint iff,

CERTIFICATE OP 8ERVICE

«f

4

V •

i

u « G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

J:
:
:
:

Civil

C88-5429

Judge J.A. Rokich

I

This is to certify that true ar •. correct copies of the
foregoing EX PARTE MOTION FOR WRIT OF EXECUTION and WRIT OF
EXECUTION along wi th a copy of
hand delivered in an envelope addressed to:
George K. Fadel
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Attorney for Defendant

SERVICE we i : e

DATED this

^

day of

/

t<-^:'-^

, 1991.

tracC-cLi,-

~
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Tab 15

SB1.
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/^**\

David V. Trask (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

DF.C 1 6, 1991 i-

Sb^r^
€•

and

tl

jn

•J^-J.)

-*f > ;

JTC;~t

Davia T. Berry (A4196)
257 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-7070
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-
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

ID

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OP EXECUTION

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN., an individual;
GLEN O, HANSEN, an individual,

Civil N

Judge ,

'u H •" :i 4 „'' I \
LT;

h

CO
o

5 ! t -

C

v.

*L

* **<

Defendants,

GO
N *

TO THE STATE OF UTAH:

^

To the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County, StataJ
of Utah, Greetings:
WHEREAS,

<u
*

ourt in said

County, wherein is the judgment roll, on the 18th day of March,
1991 for the sum of $1,459,085.23 and $22,863.56 cost of suit and

07115

the amount actually due thereon is $1,481,951.79 and interest at
the rate of eight percent per annum from the 19th day of March,
p n

1991 # until paid against i,»«,iid defendant Gerald fi Callahan

and in favor of said plaintiff Envirotech Corporation, d/b/a
Eimco Process Equipment Company;
WHEREAS, Judgmeni

oi (i inteinpi, Mi i,< i emit;1!! en m

court in said County, wherein is the judgment roll, on
day

adjudicating defendant Gerald -

9th

:allahan to be
* Geral dl h

Callahan pay to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation,

EIMCO

Process Equipment Process Equipment Company t h e sum of $5,000.00
ion/I conducrt,

!

i 'I order ing the

transfer

u.e assets of - n Industries, Inc. to plaintiff Envirotech

of

Corporatior

-

imc Process Equipment Company, such that the

(

be purged of his contempt;
THESE ARE, THEREFORE, ^"O command you I

aforesaid judgments and costs, together with t h e cost of this
PHI -lit « i",

i'I that you immediately transfer -

the assets of C-

H Industries, Inc., including but
accounts receivable, customers, customer lists, installation
lists, application lists, research and production reports,
executor ± cunt.i ai I ,s , uork m ,. n i in in uijr esh

I m n i t ure

liui ilwrir'ti,

all actual drawings in the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and
a^> agents, distributors, representatives, vendors,
suppl •

i r nr i IP v' '" * ll1111 lf " i ",nl1

I 1.1 if.'in, in whatever

form or medium such may exist, all computer information from
which any such C-H Industries, Inc. drawing may be prepared,

U7116

whether such does not reside in a computer or in related storage
disc, tape or the like and all molds, mandrels, forms, casting
tools, tooling and the "

(l

' >»'' »l i i"'ti ' • JP'.I

"npo/ientb

made

from such C-H Industries, Inc. drawings a n to plaintiff
Envirotech Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company to
be valued and applied to satisf act i u

( ! I i« .ludqinant herein . i nn i

this shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.

And within

sixty (60) days make due returns for this writ with your doings
in the premises hereo
WHEREOF FAIL NOT.

^

/&& '

>

il

A

Judge John A. Rokich
Third District Court Judge

G ) veil i
Of

, 194 1.

or saia court this j_

day

:HA!o . .JJLHWG

Cleric

a,v
Deputy Clerk

U7117

Tab 16

DAVID V. TRASK (3283)
THOMAS J. ROSSA (2*
JEFFREY N. ALDOUS (^-. <3)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 SOUTH 300 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84110
and
DAVID T. BERRY (4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE THIRD JUDICIA
SALT LAKE CO
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware Corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

APPLICATION FOR
GARNISHMENT
(Post-Judgment)

Plaintiff

vs

G b G STEEL CORPORATION, a

CASE No.

Utah Corporation; GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual, and
GLEN O. HANSEN^, an individual -Defendant
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK
OF UTAH, N.A.

Judge :

C88-5429
John A t Rokich

GARNISHEE

The p l a i n t i f f h e r e b y a p p l i e s
the following
1,

ICX ' C ^ R T ^ m AND^-FOI
~~
OF UTAH—

for

a w r i t of g a r n i s h m e n t b a s e d upon

./r«*

That a jw«^~****t~ has been entered in the above-entitled action
requiring the payment of money. The remaining amount due on
the j*u^«**<te is: 1.481.656.14
.
That the person sought to be charged as garnishee is:
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK OF UTAH. N.A.
180 SOUTH MAIN, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
That said property consists in whole of earnings from
personal services.
That said property consists in part of earnings from
personal services.
[X ] c. That said property does not consists
personal service.

DATED this

7th

day of

August

of earnings from

1 9 91

orney for

r

Plaintiff

^~>r>

Z-ZZ83

Tab 17

DAVID V. TKA^ u^aj;
THOMAS J.. ROSSA (2 "))
•JEITREY N. ALDOUS w 435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
and
DAVID T. BERRY (4196).
669 West 200 South
t^Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
J A t t o r n e y s for P l a i n t i f f
Sii ^^

TM
UT
IN TTHE

0^§^

\ i. ^

-

1

.9S1

7495o

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT N ^
&
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF-UTA.

OiVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware Corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

Plaintiff

FOR

WRIT OF GARNISHMENT
(Not f o r G a r n i s h m e n t of
earnings for personal service)

vs .

CASE No,

G b G STEEL CORPORATION, a

C88-5429

Utah Corporation; GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual, and
J u d g e : m John A. Rokich
GLEN 0. HANSEN, an
Defendant
individual.
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK OF
GARNISHEE
UTAH, N.A.
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK. N.A.
Garnishee,
THE STATE OF UTAH TO:.

180 SOUTH MAIN, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
You are hereby ordered- and commanded by the Cou^t^o hff M
until further order of this Court ancc-niU£&£*££
n
Pofonaanc all
money and other personal property of vhU jffoi innarifr ( a) in your
possession or under your control, whether now due or hereafter to
become due, which are, not -exempt_£r&m_ execution, up to the amount
remaining due on the * j*c*^~*^4 *~ +~4<L*- """' plus court approved costs
in this matter (or in the case of a prejudgment writ, the amount
claimed to be due), being S 1,481.656 .14
You are required to answer the attached questions called
interrogatories, and file your answer with the Clerk of the Court
within five business days of the date this Writ is served upon
you.
The address of the Clerk is 240 East 400 South
Salt Lake Citv, UT 84111. Yo*: are also required to send a copy
of your answers to the Plaintiif at the following
address: TKASIT, RKTTT & ttoqqA
P.O.

BOX ->SSfL

SAT.T T.AKF C.JTY

r

TTTAH

fl^MO

.

.

_

„

_

_

_

: you fail to answer, the judgment creditor may ask the
Cour< to make you pay the amount you should have withheld.
4^ffaUjare indebted to or hold property or money belonging to
the P^LiEPiaaivfT" you shall immediately mail by first class mail a
copy of the Writ of Garnishment and your answer to the Interrogatories, the Notice of Garnishment andExemjtions and two (2)
copies of the Request for Hearing to isnfl^otoaafffrt and to anyone
else who, according to your records, may have an ownership or
other interest in the property or money at the last known

THKE.
S!NDT-DEPUTia»JSJAffl.F

- .^T

SJbpjJTY. UTAH

^ D E P U T Y

WRIT OF GARNISHMENT (Non-Wage)
Page 2 of 2
CASE NO,

Cafi-^29

address of the aoionaamg or such other persons shown on your
records at the time of the service of this Writ. In lieu of
lilj^ncs, you may hand-deliver a copy of these documents to til 6
•gQHaanfc and other persons entitled to copies.
VQHtffiJ^DE^IVER to the officer serving this Writ the portion
«^i:dl!?.L?i^> * earnings or income to be held as shown by your
answers. You will then be relieved from further liability in
this case unless your answers are successfully disputed. You
may, in the alternative, hold the money until further order of
the Court.
If you do not receive an order from the Court regarding this
Writ and the property you held pursuant to this Writ within sixty
(60) days after filing your answers to the attached Interrogatories, this Writ shall expire and you may ignore it.
DATED this

7

day of

&i/&

FOR PREJUDGMENT WRITS ONLY:
Date & time of Expiration of Wr:
Date:
.ime:

INTERROGATORIES TO GARNISHEE
(Not for Earnings for Personal Services)
Page 1 of 2
CASE NO:

C88-5A29

(Give your answers in the spaces provided and attach additional
sheets if necessary.)
1.

Are you indebted to bno •aiemaiin(o) either in property or
money?

ANSWER:
2.

_ _ _ _

What is the nature of the indebtedness?

ANSWER:
3.

What is the total amount of the indebtedness?

ANSWER :
4.

_______________^

Is the indebtedness now due?

ANSWER:
5.

_

_

If not, when is it to become due?

ANSWER:
Have you in your possession, in your chaxse-. or. unfl er your
control any property or money in which DifiiLAaui'iL {aft has/have
an interest other than as set forth in your answers above?
ANSWER:
7.

.

_ _ _ , .__

If so, identify or describe such puperty or nioney
of g^egidinis' i interest in i t .

Identification
or Description

.
i

nd v a l u e

Amount or value of
[>• * **A int-' if Intgrggt

l
^ ~ ^ * "? Iir ]"

INTERROGATORIES TO GARNISHEE
(Not for Earnings for Personal Services)
Page 2 of 2
CASE NO.

C88-5429

has/have an interest in any other person's possession or
control?
ANSWER;
If so, state the full particulars thereof
Identification or
Description of Debt
Right or Item

10.

Location

Third Party
Debtor, Holder
or Custodian

Amount or
Value of
fi1tj|jn\.
©efffW??"1*"**
Interest

Have you retained or decuct^d fr^mrthe property or money in
which you are indebted to Di
^L..LT» any amoun^i^a\ nixt
payment, in full or in part, of a debt owed by Pu L m.iuiim I •)*
or Plaintiff(s) to you?

ANSWER:
11.

If so, state the amount so retained or deducted and the
person indebted for whom the amount has been retained or
deducted.

ANSWER:

(RETURN ORIGINAL TO COURT)

^o^T
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j ^

David V. Trask (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (A5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 526-2116
Attorneys for Plaintiff
06211

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OF ASSISTANCE

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SALT LAKE
You are hereby authorized and empowered, if entry be
refused, to enter each and every room and space at the premises
identified in the Praecipe dated August 9, 1991, pursuant to the
Writ of Execution entered August 6, 1911 herewith in the above

identified action to search and to seize property pursuant to
said Writ of Execution and Praecipe and to otherwise do all that
is lawfully necessary to obtain possession of property pursuant
to said writ at and on the premises specified in said writ.
DATED this _~7

day of August, 1991.
BY THE COURT:

/LL^AT. /Lrf
Judge John A. RoJcich *^ / v

^ W &**
'
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David V. Trask (A3282)
Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
Jeffrey N. Aldous (A5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

«fll

BY_\JL4

and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 526-2116
Attorneys for Plaintiff
06211

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

J
j
s
J
:

CERTIFICATE OF
HAND DELIVERY

J:
j
:
:

Civil No. C88-5429

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

Judge J.A. Rokich

:

This is to certify that true and correct copies of the
foregoing EZ PARTE MOTION FOR WRIT OF ASSISTANCE, MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF EZ PARTE MOTION FOR WRIT OF ASSISTANCE and WRIT OF
ASSISTANCE along with a copy of this CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE were

hand delivered to:
George K. Fadel
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Attorney for Defendant
DATED this 9 day of August, 1991.
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SALT

NTT

BY

Plaintiff

:HIRD JUDICIAL D^STRI^T^OURT IN -AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECK CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff )

vs .
G L G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah corporation; GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual, and
GLEN 0. HANSEN, an individual

)
)
)
)

C~-l'

CASE No .

038-5^29

Defendant )
)
)

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.

WRIT OF GARNISHEE:;:
(Wage)

Judae:

John A. Rokich

Garnishee )
UTAH TO

C-~ INDUSTRIES. INC.

GARNISHEE

1 cu a r -:t= 1 r ^ v ordered by the Court T O hold a portion of
Defendant's*pension, wages or other income (not to exceed the
outstanding amount owed on the judgment or order and court
approved c:s:s in this matter, being S 1 .iai . Q ^ -*70 ) due at the
ne::t payday or en deposit as calculated pursuant to the attached
questions, which are called Interrogatories. To determine the
income available for garnishment, you are required to answer to
attached Interrogatories and file your answer with the Clerk of
the Court within five (5) business days of the date this Writ is
served upon you. The address of the Clerk is: 240 East 4 00
South, Salt Lake City, Utah 6^111. You are also required to send
a copy of your answers to the Plaintiff at the following
address:

T3ASF1. 3F T ~- & 3QPSA

P

. O . ^Q^ ^ 0 .

Salt Lake City. UT

8M10

If you fail to answer, the judgment creditor may ask the
Court to make ycu pay the amount ycu should have withheld.
If you owe or will owe money to the Defendant, you shall
immediately mail by first class mail a copy of the Writ and your
answers, tne Notice of Garnishment and Exceptions and two (2)
copies of the Request for Hearing to the Defendant at the last
known address of the Defendant shown on your records at the time
of tne service of this Writ. In lieu of mailing, you may
hand-deliver a cccv of these documents to the Defendant.
r

*GERALD A.

CALLAHAN

PATE .4:4 £, >

TIME

UVi^::J<r^^^\y^

14:Y>

n*

SL. COUfJTV UTAH

.....CL/d-fi

1024
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D a v i d V. Trastc (~

2)

Thomas J. Rossa (2306
Jeffrey N. Alcious (5435)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 Ease
Sale Lake Cicy, Utah 84111
UPON
o 55 " ' u " ^
SHOT
and
S.l. COUNTY UT.«H
David T. Berry (4196)
DEPUTY
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 Atcomevs for Plaintiff
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE CCUNTY, STATE OF UTAH '
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
]
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
]
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
]
COMPANY
I
Plaintiff ')
WRIT OF GARNISHMENT
7S .
])
(Wace)
GIG
STEEL CORPORATION, a
'
Utah corporation; GERALD A.
'CALLAHAN, an individual, and
')
CASE No. C88-S47Q
GLEN 0. HANSEN, an inaividua^pei:csan:: j
)
Judae:
John A. ^nk-fch

^j^x^K-pm

C-K INDUSTRIES, INC.
THE STATE OF UTAH TO

Garnishee ;
JlriL INDUSTRIES. INC.

GARNISHEE:

You are hereby ordere d by the Court to hold a portion of
Defendant's* pension, wages or other income (not to exceed the
outstanding amount owed o n the judgment or order and court
approved costs in this ma tter, being S 1,481,656.14 ) due at the
next payday or on deposit as calculated pursuant to the attached
questions, which are call ed Interrogatories. To determine the
income available for g a m ishment, ycu are required to answer to
attached Interrogatories and file your answer with the Clerk of
the Court within five C5) business days of the date this Writ is
served uocri you- The add ress of the Clerk is: 240 East 400
South, Salt Lake Citv. Ut ah 3 4 111. Y 0 U a r e also required to send
a coov of vour answers to the Plaintiff at the following
address: ~ TRASK. 3RITT & ROSSA. P.O. BOX 2550, Salt Lake Citv, UT 8*i:
If you fail to answer, the judgment creditor may ask the
Court to make you pay the amount you should have withheld.
If you owe or will owe money to the Defendant, you shall
immediately mail by first class mail a copy of the Writ and your
answers, the Notice of Garnishment and Exceptions and two (2)
copies of the Request for Hearing to the Defendant at the last
known address of the Defendant shown en your records at the time
of the service of this Writ. In lieu of mailing, you may
hand-deliver a copy of these documents to the Defendant.
*GERALD A. CALLAHAN

0-^.227

WRIT OF GARNISHMENT
P a g e 2 cf 2

(Wags)

CASE NO.

rSJ3-^?<

YOU MAY DELIVER to the officer serving this Writ the portion
of Defendant(s)' earnings or income to he held as shown by your
answers- You will then he relieved from further liability in
this czse unless your answers are successfully disputed. You
may, in the alternative, hold the money until further order of
the Court.
YOU SHALL PAY to Defendant(s) the portion cf Defendant(s)•
earninc or income which are net held by this Writ of Garnishment
at the'time the same is normally oaid to Defendant(s), as
calculated in Interrogatory 4(e) of the attached Interrogatories
ISSUZD this __!___ day of

' •'

, 19 "'' .

CLZ?.K 0? TKZ CZURZ, Craig Ludwig

DESCTY CLZSK

r

:~ 22^8
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OP UTAH
CENTRAL DtV^SION

In re
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a Utah
corporation,

Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504
Chapter 11

Debtor.

ORDER DIRECTING CUSTODIAN TO
TURNOVER PROPERTY
This matter having come on for hearing before the
undersigned on the 25th and 26th days of September, 1991, upon
debtor's Motion to Compel Custodian to Turnover Assets of the
Estate, and due notice thereof being given to John Sindt, Salt
Lake County Constable, the custodian; William G. Fowler and
Scott Mayeda of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy appearing
on behalf of the debtor, and Thomas J. Rossa and Jeffrey N.
Aldous of Trask, Britt & Rossa appearing for and on behalf of
Envirotech Corporation dba EIMCO Process Equipment Company
( M EIMCO M ), a party in interest and an alleged creditor, and the
Court having made its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of law
upon the record;
NOW, upon all the proceedings had before me, and
having heard the statements of counsel, and the Court having
found and determined that the debtor is a corporate entity
entitled to be a debtor and file for relief under the provisions

I| of the Bankruptcy Code, that John Sindt is a custodian within
the meaning of the Code, that he holds in his possession and
control property of the debtor and the estate, and should be
directed to comply with the provisions of § 543 of the Code; and
good cause appearing therefor, it is hereby
ORDERED, that John Sindt, Salt Lake County Constable,
deliver forthwith to C-H Industries, Inc. , the debtor herein, at
such place as the debtor shall direct, all assets seized from
j! the debtor' s possession, including, but not limited to all
I inventory, customer lists (excepting, however, customer lists,
lead lists and the like for the customers and the leads of G&G
j. Steel, including the lists of EIMCO customers which are the
property of EIMCO, or any other non-physical assets and business
jj values of G&G Steel, including executory contracts),
;! installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
!| both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which any such C-H Industries, Inc.
• drawing may be prepared, whether such does not reside in a
computer or in related storage disc, tape or the like and all
j molds, mandrels, forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and

-2-

all parts and components made from such C-H Industries, Inc.
drawings, all files, documents of any kind whatsoever,
correspondence, office equipment, furnishings, fixtures,
computers, and office equipment, or other property received from
C-H Industries, Inc., or proceeds therefrom; and it is further
ORDERED, that within fifteen (15) days from the date
of this order, the said John Sindt, be, and he hereby is,
ordered to render a complete accounting of all property received
or property disposed of and expenditures made by him as such
custodian; and, it is further
ORDERED that to the extent such property is deemed by
the custodian to be property of G&G Steel or lists of EIMCO
customers or non-physical assets and business values of G&G
Steel, within fifteen (15) days of the date of this order, the
said custodian shall render and furnish to C-H Industries, Inc.,
an inventory of such retained property.
DATED this / 0

day of October, 1991.

tfi

JUDITH A. BOOLDEN
United States Bankruptcy Judge
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
Jonn A. Snow (3025)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South M a m Street, Suite 1600
P. 0. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Teieonone:
(801) 532-3333
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
x n re
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a Utah
corporation,

COMPLAINT
(JURY DEMANDED)

Debtor.
Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504
Chapter 11

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a Utah
corporation,
Plaintiff,

Adversary Proceeding No.

?2.0 2-5/7

vs.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
E:MCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Defendant.

C-H Industries, Inc., the above-named plaintiff and
debtor, complains against Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco
Process Equipment Company, and alleges as follows:
PARTIES
1.

C-H Industries, Inc. is a Utah corporation and a

debtor-in-possession in the above-captioned case.

2.

Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco Process

Equipment Company ("Eimco") is a Delaware corporation having its
principal place of business in Salt Lake City, Utah.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
3.

This Court has jurisdiction over this adversary

proceeding pursuant to 28 U. S. C. § 157 and 28 U. S. C. § 1334 in
that tins adversary proceeding is a core matter arising under
Title 11, or alternatively a matter related to a case arising
out of Title 11.
4.

Venue for this adversary proceeding is proper,

pursuant to 28 U. S. C. § 1409, in that it is a proceeding arising
out of Title 11 or arising in or relating to a case under Title
11.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
5.

Plaintiff caused its petition to be filed in the

above Court on August 28, 1991, seeking relief under the
provisions of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.
6.

At all times material hereto, the debtor has been

a Utah corporation in good standing, has conducted its business
in a lawful and legitimate manner, has filed State and Federal
tax returns, has maintained books and records m

accordance with

sound accounting practices, and has accumulated assets and
liabilities, which assets must be accounted for, and which
liabilities must be properly paid.

-2193X12063

7.

On July 9, 1991, in an action entitled Envirotech

Corporation dba Eimco Process Equipment Company, vs. G & G Steel
Corporation, a Utah corporation, Gerald A. Callahan, an
individual. Glen O. Hansen, an individual. Civil No. C88-5429,
filed in the Third Judicial District Court in and for the County
of Salt Lake, State of Utah (the "State Court action")/ a
Judgment of Contempt was entered against a defendant, Gerald A.
Callahan ("Callahan"), by the terms of which Judgment, and in
order to purge himself of contempt, said defendant was directed
forthwith to "cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H
Industries, Inc., to plaintiff [Eimco] to be valued and applied
to satisfaction of the Final Decree herein."
8.

C-H Industries, Inc. , the debtor and plaintiff in

this case, was not a party to the State Court action.
9.

In the State Court action, Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law were prepared by counsel for Eimco and
executed by the District Judge on July 9, 1991, by the terms of
which the court concluded as a matter of law that C-H
Industries, Inc., was an alter ego of Callahan, and further
finding, as a matter of law, that to purge himself of contempt,
that Callahan should forthwith transfer to Eimco all of the
assets of C-H Industries, Inc.
10.

Callahan had no authority to cause the transfer

of assets of plaintiff C-H Industries to be effectuated as
required by the Judgment of Contempt.
-3i93\::c63

11.

On August 6, 1991, counsel for Eimco in the State

Court action caused a Praecipe to be issued in the State Court
action to the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County,
directing said officers "to levy upon and take into your custody
all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc., including those assets
in the possession or under the control of Gerald and lone
Callahan, specifically at their residence, 928 E. Chelsea,
Bountiful, Utah 84010 further including but not limited to all
inventory, accounts receivable, customers, customer lists,
installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which C-H Industries, Inc. drawing may
be prepared, whether such does not reside in a computer or in
related storage disc, tape or the like and all molds, mandrels,
forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and all parts and
components made from C-H Industries, Inc. drawings. "
12.

A certificate of Hand-Delivery dated August 9,

1991 and executed on behalf of Eimco reflects that no service of
the motion for Writ of Assistance and Writ of Assistance were
served upon this plaintiff, C-H Industries, Inc.

-4193\-:063

13.

On August 7, 1991, counsel for Eimcc caused a

Writ of Garnishment to be issued to First Interstate Bank of
Utah, 180 South Main, Salt Lake City, Utah, pursuant to which
the bank account of plaintiff C-H Industries was seized in the
sum of approximately $41,260, and paid over by the bank to
Eimco.
14.

On August 9, 1991, Eimco caused an Ex Parte

Motion for Writ of Assistance to be filed in the State Court
action seeking authority to empower the Sheriff or Constable to
proceed to "break into and otherwise search the premises of
Gerald and lone Callahan . . . regarding the Writ of Execution
issued August 6, 1991 and the Praecipe dated August 9,
1991.

..."
15.

On August 9, 1991, Eimco caused a Writ of

Assistance to be issued in the State Court action directing the
Sheriff or Constable to enter the residence of lone Callahan,
president of the debtor corporation, "to search and to seize
property pursuant to said Writ of Execution and Praecipe
16.

..."

On or about August 6, 7, 8, and 9, 1991, Salt

Lake County Constable, John A. Sindt, seized substantially all
of the personal property of plaintiff C-H Industries, including,
but not limited to, lists, computers, books and records of
account, all files and documents belonging to the debtor, all
inventory, drawings and specifications relating to customers'

-5193M2063

orders, and all corporate records, including financial records,
computer printouts and the like.
17.

At no time material hereto, was Callahan an

officer, director or shareholder of the debtor/plaintiff C-H
Industries.
18.

The action by Eimco in causing substantially all

of the assets of debtor and plaintiff C-H Industries to be
seized, has caused debtor material and grievous damage,
including the total loss of its ability to conduct business, has
resulted in a material and substantial adverse impact upon its
relationship with its customers and vendors, and effectively
destroyed the value of the business as a going concern.
19.

At no time material hereto did Eimco, as

plaintiff in the State Court action, cause C-H Industries to be
joined as a party defendant or give it any opportunity to defend
itself against the unplead allegations that C-H Industries was
an alter ego corporation of Gerald Callahan.

The State Court is

wholly without jurisdiction over debtor C-H Industries, its
assets, or its business and affairs.
20.

Eimco is not a creditor or shareholder of debtor

C-H Industries, and is not a party in interest.

Rather, Eimco

is a competitor of C-H Industries.
21.

The wrongful and unlawful action of Eimco in

causing the Utah Third Judicial District Court to issue such
writs and garnishment deprived C-H Industries of its property
-6I93M2063

without due process of law in violation of Amendment XIV,
Section 1 of the Constitution of the United States, and Article
I, Section 7 of the Constitution of Utah.
22.

Eimco' s actions towards plaintiff and debtor C-H

Industries were done willfully and with actual malice.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment)
23.

Plaintiff realleges and does hereby incorporate

by this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1
through 22.
24.

The action of the State Court at the insistence

of Eimco in determining that plaintiff was the alter ego of
Callahan and directing Callahan to transfer to Eimco all of the
assets of C-H Industries, Inc., the plaintiff herein, and all
other action taken by plaintiff in furtherance of such findings
and order, were made without due process of law and without
jurisdiction over the plaintiff herein.
25.

Such findings and order, and all other actions

taken pursuant thereto by Eimco with respect to the business,
property and other assets of plaintiff was unlawful and deprived
plaintiff of its property without due process of law, in
violation of Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the Constitution of the
United States and Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution of
the State of Utah.

-7193X12063

26.
Court m

Plaintiff is entitled to a declaration by this

accordance with the provisions of 28 U. S. C. § 2201 that

the action of the State Court respecting the assets, business
and affairs of the plaintiff, and the determination that the
plaintiff is the alter ego of Callahan, is invalid and without
lawful force and effect.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Property of Plaintiff)
21.

Plaintiff realleges and does hereby incorporate

by this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1
through 26.
2B.

The sum of $41,260 seized by defendant from

plaintiff's bank account at First Interstate Bank of Utah
pursuant to said Writ of Garnishment constituted an improper
seizure of property of the debtor that it may use, sell or lease
under 1 1 U. S. C. § 363.
29.

Eimco has refused to turn over such cash to

plaintiff and plaintiff is entitled to possession of the cash
under the provisions of § 542 of the Bankruptcy Code.

All of

the personal property seized or attached by Eimco is property
which plaintiff may use, sell or lease under 11 U. S. C. § 363 and
plaintiff is entitled to its possession under the provisions of
1 1 rJ. S. C. § 542.
30.

Defendant should be ordered to surrender

possession forthwith of said property to the debtor, or,
-8193X12063

alternatively, plaintiff should be entitled to judgment against
defendant for said amount, together with interest and costs.
31.

Any and ail other property of the plaintiff in

the possession cf the defendant, or under its control and
custody, 15 property which should be returned to plaintiff for
it to use, sell, or lease under 11 U. S. C. § 363.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Accounting)
32.

Plaintiff does hereby incorporate by this

reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 31.
3 3.

Defendant should be required to furnish plaintiff

a full and complete accounting with respect to all of
plaintiff s property taken into its possession, control or
custody pursuant to process issued out of the State Court.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(11 U.S.C. § 544)
34.

Plaintiff does hereby incorporate by this

reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 33.
35.

At all times material hereto, there was in

existence unsecured creditors of the plaintiff with allowable
unsecured claims who could have avoided the aforementioned
involuntary transfers of plaintiff's property in accordance with
applicable law; and, pursuant to 11 U. S. C. § 544 the plaintiff
is aiven the status of such creditor or creditors.

-9;33\I2063

36.

The actions of defendant, as transposed into

writs for garnishment and seizure of plaintiff's property, were
unlawful and of no legal effect.

Pursuant to the laws of the

State of Utah and pursuant to 11 U. S. C. § 544, plaintiff has the
rights and powers of, or may avoid any transfer of property of
the plaintiff or any obligation incurred by the plaintiff that
is voidable by a creditor holding an unsecured claim that is
allowable under 1 1 U. S. C. § 502.
37.

Alternatively, plaintiff is entitled to relief

upon the grounds that the involuntary transfers of plaintiff's
property is voidable.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Abuse of Process)
38.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
3^.
39.

On or about July 9, 1991, defendant prepared

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and caused such to be
entered in the State Court action, together with a Judgment of
Contempt, without giving prior notice to plaintiff or affording
plaintiff an opportunity to be heard.
40.

The above-mentioned Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law contained the false statements that C-H
Industries was formed to succeed G & G Steel, that it is the
same business as G & G Steel, that it is the alter ego of Gerald
-10I93M2063

A. Callahan, that it was founded and operated as a subterfuge to
evade the orders of the State Court, and that the State Court
had jurisdiction over the assets of C-H Industries.
4 1.

Defendant willfully prepared and caused to be

entered the above-mentioned Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law, Judgment of Contempt, Writ of Execution, Writ of
Garnishment and Writ of Assistance primarily for the purpose of
terminating the operations of C-H Industries, a legal competitor
of defendant, and to obtain assets to satisfy a judgment against
G & G Steel and Gerald A. Callahan, when such judgment had no
legal force or effect upon plaintiff and debtor C-H Industries,
Inc.
42.

As a result of defendant's conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Malicious Civil Prosecution)
43.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
42.
44.

Defendant initiated the issuance of Finding of

Fact and Conclusions of Law, Judgment of Contempt and Writs of
Execution, Garnishment and Assistance against plaintiff or
affecting plaintiff's assets, all without giving prior notice to
-11193X12063

plaintiff or affording plaintiff an opportunity to be heard
regarding the legality of such legal processes.
45.

The above-mentioned civil processes were

initiated without probable cause with respect to defendant' s
right to seize assets of plaintiff.
46.

Defendant was primarily motivated by ill-will and

malice in bringing the above mentioned legal processes against
plaintiff.
47.

As a result of defendant's conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Interference with Economic Relations)
48.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
47.
49.

At all relevant times in 1991, plaintiff had

substantial ongoing economic relationships with its customers,
lenders, creditors, and vendors.
50.

The intentional actions of defendant in procuring

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Judgment of Contempt
and Writs of Execution, Garnishment and Assistance against
plaintiff or affecting plaintiff's assets has interfered with
plaintiff's existing and potential economic relationships.
-12193M2063

51.

The above-mentioned civil processes initiated

against plaintiff by defendant were illegal and improper, and
were initiated with an improper purpose of destroying plaintiff
as a legal and viable business that competes with defendant, and
for the improper purpose of seizing assets to satisfy a judgment
against G & G Steel and Gerald A. Callahan, when such judgment
had no legal force or effect upon plaintiff.
52.

As a result of defendant' s conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Conversion)
53.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
52.
54.

Plaintiff is the rightful owner of the personal

property and money accounts seized on or about August 6 through
9, 1991 by defendant.
55.

Defendant initiated, authorized, directed and

participated in the seizure of plaintiff s personal property and
money accounts.
56.

Defendant was on notice by plaintiff that it was

the rightful owner of said property, yet defendant continued to
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retain possession and control over said property and money of
plaintiff after plaintiff has demanded its return.
57.

Defendant' s seizure and conversion of plaintiff s

property and money under color of law was improper and illegal.
58.

As a result of defendant' s conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Trade Secrets)
59.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
58.
60.

The personal property of plaintiff that was

seized and acquired by defendant contained trade secrets and
confidential information and materials belonging to plaintiff.
61.

Defendant's acquisition of plaintiff's trade

secrets was without the express or implied consent of plaintiff.
62.

Defendant acquired plaintiff s trade secrets

through the improper means of causing Writs of Execution and
Assistance to be levied upon plaintiff when such writs were
illegal and not based upon good faith or probable cause, and
were acquired willfully and maliciously.
63.

As a result a defendant' s misappropriation of

plaintiffs trade secrets and pursuant to Utah Code Section 13-14193X12063

24-1, e_t seq. , plaintiff is entitled to a preliminary and
permanent injunction against defendant's use of these trade
secrets for any commercial benefit or advantage, and for other
damages as allowed by law.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Punitive Damages)
64.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
63.
65.

The actions and conduct of defendant toward

plaintiff as alleged herein was done willfully, intentionally,
and maliciously, or with a reckless disregard or indifference
toward plaintiff's rights, and plaintiff is thereby entitled to
recover punitive damages from defendant.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment be entered
against defendant as follows:
(a)

On plaintiff's FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

for

declaratory judgment by this Court adjudging the Findings of
Fact and orders of the Third Judicial District Court as regards
to property, business and affairs of plaintiff C-H Industries,
Inc. to be of no lawful force and effect as a violation of
plaintiff's rights and should not, therefore, be given full
faith and credit, nor given res judicata effect;
(b)

On plaintiff's SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF:
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(i)

Granting plaintiff judgment against the

defendant directing defendant to pay plaintiff the sum of
341,260.00, or such other amount as shall be determined by the
Court to have been seized from plaintiff s bank account at First
Interstate Bank of Utah pursuant to a Writ of Garnishment in the
State Court action, together with interest and costs;
(11)

Granting plaintiff judgment against the

defendant directing defendant to surrender and return to
plaintiff all property of any kind whatsoever seized by
defendant pursuant to Writs issued in the State Court action;
(c)

On plaintiffs THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

directing

defendant to make and furnish to plaintiff forthwith a full and
complete accounting respecting plaintiff's property seized by
defendant pursuant to Writs issued in the State Court action;
(d)

On plaintiffs FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

for

judgment in favor of plaintiff and against defendant voiding the
transfer of plaintiffs property to defendant in accordance with
11 U. S. C. § 544(a) and 11 U. S. C. § 550(a);
(e)

On plaintiffs FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, and EIGHTH

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF: granting plaintiff judgment for damages in an
amount to be proven at trial;
(f)

On plaintiffs NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: for a

preliminary and permanent injunction against defendant's use of
plaintiff s trade secrets and other confidential information and
materials and for other damages as allowed by law;
-16I93M2063

(g)

On plaintiff's TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: for a

judgment for punitive damages in an amount not less than
SI,000,000; and
(h)

That plaintiff should have and recover its costs

and expenses incurred herein, including attorneys' fees, and
such additional relief as the Court deems fair and just.
JURY DEMAND
Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all claims that
may be tried by a' jury.
DATED this

Vr

day of November, 1992.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

By P7<^r
W i l l i e G. Fowler
John A. Snow
James D. Gilson
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
S a l t Lake C i t y , U t a h
84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
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Tab 24

'A

Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (A6344)
A. John Pate (A6303)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 3 00 East
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
B/R -„
:|PDN

and

S I N 0 T.

5NU

David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
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DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OP EXECUTION

v.
G k G STEEL CORPORATION,

Civil

a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A.

No.

C88-5429
Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE STATE OF UTAH:
To the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County, State
of Utah, Greetings:
WHEREAS, a JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT was rendered by
this court in said County, wherein is the judgment roll, on the
9th day of July 1991 adjudicating defendant Gerald A. Callahan to
be in contempt of this court, further ordering defendant Gerald

A. Callahan pay to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation, dba EIMCO
Process Equipment Process Equipment Company the sum of $5,000.00
as a fine for his contemptuous conduct, and ordering the transfer
of all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation, d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company, such that the
defendant Gerald A. Callahan may be purged of his contempt;
THESE ARE, THEREFORE, to command you to
immediately transfer all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. in
the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or
either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist
to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment
Company to be valued and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment
herein and this shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.
And within sixty (60) days make due returns for this writ with
your doings in the premises hereon endorsed.
-WHEREOF FAIL NOT.

Given under my hand and Seal of said Court this

day of March, 1993.
_

/
Cleric

Deputy Cleric
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Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (A6344)
A. John Pate (A6303)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

DATE
B/R
UPON

7

f

V

T.UE

^

'* *' '
-—
C _ ^

SINDT; .^COWW' t

'--'*'

/&-^™$

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OF EXECUTION

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Civil NO. C88-5429

v.

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE STATE OF UTAH:
To the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County, State
of Utah, Greetings:
WHEREAS, a FINAL JUDGMENT was rendered by this Court in
said County, wherein is the judgment roll, on the 15th day of
March, 1991 for the sum of $1,459,085.23 and $22,863.56 cost of
suit for a total amount of $1,481,951.79, and interest at the

rate of eight percent per annum until paid, against said
defendant Gerald A. Callahan and in favor of said plaintiff
Envirotech Corporation, d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company,
which Judgment remains unsatisfied in excess of $1,400,000.00;
THESE ARE, THEREFORE, to command you to
immediately transfer all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. in
the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or
either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist
to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment
Company to be valued and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment
herein and this shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.
And within sixty (60) days make due returns for this writ with
your doings in the premises hereon endorsed.
WHEREOF FAIL NOT.

Given under my hand and Seal of said Court this

-

day of March, 1993.

£
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Depury ClerJc
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Tab 25

Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (A6344)
A. John Pate (A6303)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 3 00 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake city, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

DATE >• •-

•'?

UPON
SINDT-

TIMF

L

'

; c

s~,-s*-CONSTABLE

S^r BOUNTY. UTAH
x

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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DEPUTY

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OF ASSISTANCE

V.

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Civil

No.

Judge J . A .

C88-5429
Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SALT LAKE
You are hereby authorized and empowered, if entry be
refused, to enter each and every room and space at the premises
identified in the attached Praecipe dated March 4, 1993, pursuant
to the attached Writ of Execution entered March 4, 1993 herewith
in the above identified action to search and to seize property

pursuant to said Writ of Execution and Praecipe and to otherwise
do all that is lawfully necessary to obtain possession of
property pursuant to said writ at and on the premises specified
in said writ,
DATED this

~
H "^day of March, 1993.
BY THE COURT:

Judge John' A.
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Tab 26

Thomas
.2 8 06)
E. Russell Tar.i
- Ao 14N
A. John Pate (A'
TRASK, BRITT & 1
525 S 300 E.
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake Citv, «_«»» «4^^J
and
Davie
ier:i A-i:
669 West 200 Sour
Sal'- " ^ V P r-itv
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Attoine^o J ^ . . . J ..
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

PRAECIPE

Plaintiff,

v.
Civil
<
•.; STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN
Ir.di'. idua!

CS8-5429

-T

T"» . - . I - -I « U

»

Defendanr.
MITPTI*

Pleaov.
EXECUTION
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Assets

of

L - H Lu be

levied

upwii

liiduJc

Lut

are

not

limited

to choses in action including but not limited to causes of action
of C-H Industries, Inc. against Envirotech Corp. d/b/a Eimco
Process Equipment Co., in turn including but not limited to Civil
Action No. 92-C-1010B titled C-H Industries, Inc. v. Envirotech
Corp., filed in the United States District Court for the District
of Utah, Central Division and arising out of the issuance of a
writ of execution and other writs.
The assets of C-H to be levied upon include but are not
limited to all cash, bank accounts, choses in action, inventory,
accounts receivable, customers, customer lists, installation
lists, application lists, research and production reports,
business records, executory contracts, work(s) in progress,
furniture, hardware, software, licenses, all actual drawings in
the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or
either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may
exist, all computer information from which any such C-H
Industries, Inc. drawing may be prepared, whether such does or
does not reside in a computer or in related storage media
including disc, tape or the like and all molds, mandrels, forms,
casting tools, tooling and the like, and all parts and components
made from such C-H Industries, Inc. drawings.
You are to deliver all assets of C-H to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company to be valued
and applied to satisfaction of the FINAL JUDGMENT dated March 15,
1991 and the JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT dated July 9, 1991, both
entered in this court.

f^

DATED this 7'

day of March, 1993.

Thomas
Rossa
E. Russell Tarleton
A. John Pate
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
and
David T. Berry
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT

84101

Attorneys for Plaintiff
N:\2010VPRAEWOOD.93

Tab 27

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J, Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3 766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

I'A.'

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
04110
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a

Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
v.
G Sc G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

MOTION TO
JOIN PARTY
Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J.A. Rokich

:

Pursuant to Rules 21 and 71B(b) and (c) of the Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure, the plaintiff hereby moves the court to
join an additional party, namely IONE CALLAHAN, as a party
defendant to the above identified action and to show cause if any
she has, why she should not be bound by the judgment of this
court announced on November 7, 1989 which judgment is to be
entered pursuant to and following further proceedings in this
case.

f

J^i^A-*^ /

• .A

DATED this //

day of April, 1-990

Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah

84111

and
David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah
(801) 263-1200

84107

Attorneys for Plaintiff

«""* ^ fy
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Tab 28

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

«di-

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
04170
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO
JOIN PARTY

v.

Civil No. C88-5429

G Sc G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

BACKGROUND
This action was filed on August 22, 1988 naming as
party defendants G & G STEEL Corporation (G & G or G & G STEEL),
GERALD A. CALLAHAN (CALLAHAN) and GLEN O. HANSEN (HANSEN).

Upon

service of writs of replevin on August 23, 1988, a cache of
confidential EIMCO drawings and other EIMCO property was taken
into custody by the constable.

C~~286

During the discovery phase, evidence surfaced showing
that the wives of HANSEN and CALLAHAN were shareholders and
officers of G & G.

However, it was stated at depositions both on

and off the record and at trial that the wives of CALLAHAN and
HANSEN had no actual involvement in the business.

Accordingly,

no effort was made to directly involve either one or both of them
as parties to these proceedings.
It may be noted that both Joan Hansen (JOAN), who is
married to GLEN 0. HANSEN and lone Callahan (IONE), who is
married to Gerald A. Callahan, were both present throughout the
trial of this matter.

Both were officers and directors of G & G

throughout the period relevant to the causes tried in the case
and throughout the trial.

As officers and directors they both

were seen regularly in conference with defense counsel and with
CALLAHAN and HANSEN. In short, there is little doubt that both
actively participated in the development of defenses, the
assembly of evidence and the tactical decisions advancing the
interests of G & G and in turn their own interests.
It is also notable that the relief requested in this
case runs not only to the named defendants, but also to the
officers and directors of G & G STEEL.

Complaint, Relief

Section, page 20, paragraph 3.
Recently, information has come to light indicating a
level of participation by IONE far greater than originally
stated.

G & G tax returns requested but not provided in

pretrial discovery became available in the bankruptcy proceeding
2

and reveal that between October 1, 1986 and September 30, 1987,
she was paid a salary of $24,109.00 (See Exhibit P, Schedule E 1 ) .
Further, she signed the petition for relief in the bankruptcy
court dated November 13, 1989 on behalf of G & G.
On November 8, 1989, the day after this court's bench
ruling on the trial, she participated in the formation of a first
successor corporation called G & G Products, Inc. (Exhibit J ) .
She was both an incorporator and director.

G St G Products, Inc.

operated as a successor to G & G STEEL for a short period
(Exhibit L at page 16). Later, on November 29, 1989, she
participated in the formation of a second successor corporation
called O H Industries, Inc. (Exhibit K) of which she is a
director, president and principal shareholder.

C-H Industries,

Inc. is involved in the manufacture and sale of EIMCO parts.

But

for HANSEN and JOAN, C-H Industries, Inc. has the same employees
as did G Si G (Exhibit L at page 17) .

It has contacted many of

the G St G customers and ostensibly is pursuing the same business
using the same sales representatives and G & G vendors (who still
have G SL G drawings).

(Exhibit L at pages 7, 20, 23, 40, 41, 45

and 4 8.)
IONE is fully aware of the activity which is being
carried out by CALLAHAN with the assistance of all the G Sc G
employees except HANSEN.

She has even endorsed and approved of

the earlier activities of G & G Steel (Exhibit M at page 20).

1

The Exhibits for this and other contemporaneous matters are
separately filed in a BOOKLET OF ADDITIONAL EXHIBITS.
3

IONE'S CORPORATE LIABILITY
From the facts it appears that IONE is liable along
with G & G, HANSEN and CALLAHAN for the damages caused to EIMCO
as found by the court.
As an officer and director of a small privately held
company operated by her husband, it would be incredible if she
did not have knowledge of her husband's business and business
activities sufficient to endorse and ratify his actions and the
actions of G & G.

Indeed, in a recent deposition, in the related

bankruptcy matter she testified that she ratified his actions
(Exhibit M, page 20). This testimony was given even after the
full trial and the decision of this court.
In short, it appears as if IONE is a participant at
least for part of the conduct and actions for which this court
has found liability.
$24,000.00 in 1986-7.

She functioned as an employee earning over
She served without interruption as an

officer and as a director for a company in which her husband
played a significant role.

No doubt she contributed moral,

financial and personal assistance often.

As a result she is

clearly a person who may be found liable.
Although no Utah case was found in point, it is well
settled law that an officer and/or director may be held liable
for tortious acts either by ratification or participation.
for example:

See,

Murphy Tugboat v. Shipowners & Merchants Towboat,

467 F. Supp. 841 (N.D. Cal. 1979), aff'd, 658 F.2d 1256 (9th Cir.
4

1980).

Directors are personally liable for torts in which they

participate.

Henn, The Law of Corporations § 218 Directors

Liability (2nd Ed. 1961).

Officers are personally liable for the

torts in which they participate including the misappropriation of
trade secrets and conversion.

Henn, The Law of Corporations §

230 Officer's Liabilities (2nd Ed., 1961).
Furthermore, as a director G Si G STEEL during the
period relevant to this action, IONE was charged with managing
the business affairs of the corporation pursuant to UCA § 16-1033.

As president of G & G STEEL during the same period, IONE was

charged with managing the daily affairs of G & G STEEL and its
method of doing business.

These duties and responsibilities of

IONE, and now her similar role in C-H INdustries, Inc., when
coupled with her condoning the very acts found to be unlawful by
the court, all together manifest the appropriateness of
incorporating IONE into the judgment to be entered in this case.
IONEfS CONSPIRACY
Notably, IONE has participated in the formation of G &
G Products, Inc. and C-H Products, Inc. (Exhibits J and K ) .

The

business of C-H is not any different from that of G & G STEEL.
It makes and sells parts for EIMCO machines (Exhibit L at page
7, 20-23 and 40-41).

C-H is selling to the customers of G & G

STEEL and using the same vendors.

Indeed, David Mendenhall who

was formerly an employee of G & G STEEL and who is now an
employee of C-H Industries, Inc. recently testified as follows:

5

Q.

How do you perceive the operations of C-H Industries as

compared with G St G STEEL, are they the same?
A.

Pretty Close.

Q.

Same Business?

A.

Yeah, same business.

Q.

Same types of orders?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Same Types of parts being supplied?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Same customers doing the calling?

A.

Some.

Q.

Basically utilizing the same vendors?

A.

Yes, basically.

A Lot Harder.

(Exhibit 0, page 6, lines 11-23)

He also testified further as follows:
Q.

As far as you know there's only two orders?

A.

No there's more, but I can't think who the customers

Q.

These were customers of G & G STEEL, were they not?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Can you think of any reason why G Si G STEEL couldn't

are.

supply those orders instead of C-H Industries?
A.

Besides they can't ship them now.

Q.

Who can't ship?

A.

G & G STEEL.
6
j~»
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Q.

Why not?

A.

It's in the Restraining Order.

(Exhibit O, at page 10, lines 13-24)

In effect, IONE has participated in stripping G & G
STEEL of critical assets such as its customers, its sales
representatives and its vendors.

These assets where not left in

G Sc G STEEL as required by the court's TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDER of November 14, 1989.

Rather, the assets were transferred

to leave G & G a dying shell to frustrate the judgment delayed by
a bankruptcy filing and yet to be entered.

In short, IONE has

been a willing participant to file for protection in the
bankruptcy courts while she and her husband stripped G St G STEEL
and transferred to C-H Industries, Inc. all the nonphysical
assets and values of G & G STEEL.
As such a willing co-conspirator, it appears that IONE
is a party who should share in the liability as found by the
court.

However, more importantly, it appears that IONE is a

party who should be joined so the court can award EIMCO the
necessary injunctive relief.

URCP RULE 7IB
Under the provisions of URCP 71B(b), a party may be
joined after entry of final judgment.

More specifically, a

plaintiff may require a joint obligor under a joint and several
judgment to appear and show cause why they should not be bound by
7

the judgment.

In other words, the new party to be joined is

provided with adequate procedural and due process safeguards by
being given adequate time and opportunity to show cause why he or
she should not be bound.
In this case IONE participated as an officer and
director in tortious conduct.
defendants is clear.

Her liability with the other

Thus, her joinder subject to a "show cause"

as provided by URCP 78 seems uniquely appropriate.

URCP RULE 21
Rule 21 specifically allows for the addition of parties
"at any stage of the action on such terms as are just."
case the joinder of IONE is requested.

In this

The presentment of a

summons compelling her to appear and timely show cause seems
entirely just and appropriate.

In effect, Rule 21 permits

joinder to avoid multiple litigation without undue prejudice to
the non moving parties.

3A Moore's Federal Practice § 21.04[1].

Here additional litigation can be avoided without prejudice by
simply permitting IONE to join and show if she has any defenses
not presented by G & G STEEL or her husband CALLAHAN.

SUMMARY
Under the rules of procedure, it is proper to join a
party at this stage subject to proper safeguards.

Plaintiff

EIMCO proposes that IONE be summoned to show cause if any she has
why she should not be joined as a party defendant to be jointly
8

and severally liable or subject to, apportioned liability as

applicable

along with all the other defendants

herein.

Dlivid V. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
and
David T. Berry
5384 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah
(801) 263-1200

84107

9
v.

» «. &u< KJ i-^f

Tab 29

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
05010
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

RENEWED
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
OF CONTEMPT
Civil No. C88-5429

G SL G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.
Pursuant to § 78-32-1 et seq. of the Utah Code Ann.
(1953 as Amended), the plaintiff renews its MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
OF CONTEMPT dated March 16, 1990 to enter judgment holding
defendant Gerald A. Callahan (CALLAHAN) in contempt of this court
for conduct as detailed in the memorandum dated March 16, 1989
earlier submitted.
Plaintiff has attached a copy of the memorandum of
March 16, 1990 with its exhibits hereto.

As the court may

a~2C34

recall, the motion was tried to the court in October 1989 along
with the merits.

However, on November 7, 1989 the court

indicated that it had elected to not rule on the motion at that
time.

Plaintiff then understood the court had neither granted or

denied the motion but rather left it pending for further
consideration.

Plaintiff therefore presents this motion because

the defendant CALLAHAN has continued to act in total contempt of
this court.
For and as a result of the contempt by CALLAHAN,
plaintiff seeks the award of such fines as the court may assess,
plus all of its damages and all of its attorneys fees attendant
hereto granting such other relief as the court deems appropriate
in the premises.
/

DATED this

l'" day of rl

(M

1~

1990,

7

Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-12 00
Attorneys for Plaintiff

Tab 30

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J, Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3766
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

'•7

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 2 63-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
05010
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
v.
G Si G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

:
:

MEMORANDUM
(RE: CONTEMPT)

:
:

Civil No. C88-5429

:
:
:

Judge J.A. Rokich

:

Plaintiff has filed an ex parte motion seeking an ORDER
TO SHOW CAUSE compelling the defendant GERALD A. CALLAHAN
(CALLAHAN), the party IONE CALLAHAN (IONE), David Von Mendenhall
(MENDENHALL) and Lena Bloomquist (BLOOMQUIST) to appear and show
cause why they are not in contempt of this court.
On November 7, 1989, this court announced its decision
from the bench regarding the causes tried to the court in October
1989.

At a subsequent hearing plaintiff requested and the court

entered a TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER dated November 15, 1989.
A copy of the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER and the proof of
personal service on CALLAHAN, MENDENHALL and BLOOMQUIST is
appended hereto as Exhibit Q. 1

Plaintiff seeks an order of

contempt along with the imposition of fines, damages and other
relief because the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER has been
flagrantly violated by all the parties named.
UNCONTESTED FACTS
By virtue of testimony given in the previously
copending, but now dismissed bankruptcy matter, affidavits and
other documents, the facts supporting the contempt are
incontestable.
Testimony of Gerald A. Callahan
The deposition of CALLAHAN under Bankruptcy Rule 2 004
was taken on January 29, 1990 (Exhibit L ) .

Pertinent testimony

appears as follows:
Page

Lines

4
5

16-17
6-11

CALLAHAN is employed at C-H.
CALLAHAN is General Manager, IONE is
President.

6

14-25

C-H makes parts for EIMCO machines.

7

13-22

CALLAHAN identified customers for C-H
based on memory.

20

14-17

C-H and G & G STEEL are essentially in
the same business.

1

Plaintiff recently filed a BOOKLET OF ADDITIONAL EXHIBITS
dated April 24, 1990 containing Exhibits A-P. To be consistent,
plaintiff continues with the alphabetical identification.

«-.

<*•*> * ~ »

*"•"» ^ * " \

21
22

8 to
24

C-H is supplying a roll for a customer
visited when CALLAHAN worked for G St G.

23

17-22

CALLAHAN is servicing G St G customers.

24

18-25

CALLAHAN can't remember any C-H
customer who was not previously a G & G
customer.

27

17-25

C-H booked orders for parts that G SL G
did not fill.

28

5-13

CALLAHAN simply contacted those
customers who had orders at G & G.

40

9-2 3

C-H has taken over the G St G Sales
Representatives, Filter-R-Belts and
Fabricated Filters. C-H is getting all
new customers; not G St G.

41

10-22

CALLAHAN deliberately called on G & G
customers on behalf of C-H.

45

16-18

C-H using G St G vendors.

55
56

15 to
2

C-H has bid on parts based on a trip
made while he was at G & G.

The affidavit of GERALD A. CALLAHAN dated April 21,
1990 filed with the court and entitled AFFIDAVIT OF GERALD
CALLAHAN OPPOSING MOTION TO JOIN PARTY contains affirmation that
CALLAHAN is selling to the customers of G & G STEEL and using the
same representatives and vendors as G & G STEEL.
Testimony of Lena Bloomouist
The deposition of BLOOMQUIST was taken under
Bankruptcy Rule 2004 (Exhibit R ) .
Page

Lines

4

21-28

She is employed at C-H Industries.

5

1-18

Gerald Callahan approached her and hired
her.

?~c;r30

Testimony of David Von Mendenhall
The deposition of MENDENHALL was taken under Rule 2 004
of the Bankruptcy Rules (Exhibit 0 ) .
Page

Lines

4

18-19

He is employed at O H Industries.

6

11-23

C-H is same business as G & G STEEL.
Same procedures, customers, vendors.

8

11-19

One vendor (Wardell) is making aligning
assemblies for C-H that align the filter
belt.

11

3-12

C-H is doing the same as G & G; but C-H
exists to avoid the restraining order.

23

8-17

C-H sent out a flyer to customers saying
who they are and what they are.
TAKING FROM G Si G STEEL

Based on the testimony, it is clear that C-H has taken
various assets of G & G STEEL including orders for parts,
customers for parts, customer lists, vendors, vendor lists and
employees.

THE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
COVERS ALL PERSONS HERE INVOLVED
The TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER of November 15, 1989
(Exhibit Q) expressly states that:
Gerald A. Callahan . . . and all those in
active consort or participation therewith who
receive actual notice hereof by personal
service or otherwise.
The TRO was personally served on CALLAHAN, BLOOMQUIST and
MENDENHALL (Exhibit Q ) .

IONE as the president of G & G

presumptively knew of the TRO.

On page 7, line 2 0 of her

deposition (Exhibit M) in the bankruptcy case, IONE acknowledged
the court situation and admitted reading the restraining order
and discussing it with CALLAHAN.

Exhibit M, page 12, lines 1-15.

Under the provisions of Rule 65A(d) of the Utah Rules
of Civil Procedure, the TRO applies to those who have actual
notice.

All here involved have received such notice.
THE TRO PROHIBITS TRANSFER
The TRO states that the involved individuals are

restrained:
. . . from transferring, damaging, giving
away, disposing of . . . any and all property
of G & G Steel corporations . . .
Clearly property of G & G STEEL Corporation has been transferred
or given away to C-H Industries.

That is, the parties against

who contempt citations are sought have all worked and conspired
to take assets of G & G.

In essence, they left the physical

property such as desks and inventory, but took everything else
such as customer lists, orders, vendor lists, knowhow, goodwill
and so on.

They left G & G an extinct shell with no life and

simply continued on as C-H Industries.
USE EIMCO DETAIL DRAWINGS
For example, by going to the same G Si G vendors, it
seems transparent that the plan is to indirectly use EIMCO detail

5

drawings.

That is, the G & G vendors unquestionably have

retained information some of which may be in writing containing
the EIMCO drawing details.

By ordering from those vendors

CALLAHAN through the guise of C-H is simply doing indirectly what
this court directly prescribed.
CONDUCT IS CONTEMPTUOUS
Under UCA § 78-32-1(5), it is a contempt of the
authority of this court for a party to disobey any lawful order
of the court.

Here the facts now of record establish without

contradiction that CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST and MENDENHALL have
all acted to strip G & G of its non-physical assets and to avoid
the TRO by the transparent sham of setting up a new company for
CALLAHAN with IONE as the sole shareholder, president and
director.
The purpose of the TRO was to preserve G & G as an
entity so that EIMCO could look towards possible satisfaction of
the judgment to be entered.

Instead, bankruptcy proceedings were

instituted delaying this court while C-H was launched using the
assets of G & G STEEL.
Undoubtedly, CALLAHAN will protest that the court
expressly authorized legitimate competition.

However, the court

did not authorize CALLAHAN and his wife IONE to set up a
competing company and strip away all of the non-physical assets
and employees of G & G.

As a result, G & G ceased doing business

and has become virtually valueless.

6

At the same time C-H

..V '

/<* C* *-* i*r

Industries was created to be the successor to G & G without
paying one red cent to G & G.

Further C-H Industries is operated

as the alter ego of CALLAHAN.

In effect CALLAHAN, IONE,

BLOOMQUIST and MENDENHALL have accomplished exactly what the TRO
was intended to prohibit.
PLAINTIFFS DAMAGES
As a result of the contemptuous actions set forth
above, EIMCO has been and continues to be damaged.

Specifically,

CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST and VON MENDENHALL have reduced the
value of G & G STEEL from that of an ongoing business to a forced
sale value of now useless assets.

EIMCO has also been damaged by

whatever lost sales have been experienced by G & G and by EIMCO.
The damages have not yet been calculated but are asserted to be
in an amount of no less than $10,000.00.

FINES
CALLAHAN, IONE, BLOOMQUIST and MENDENHALL all were
personally fully aware of the TRO.
TRO.

All elected to disregard the

Instead, they preferred to conspire amongst themselves and

look for ways to thwart the rulings of this court.

They

determined that the plain meaning of the TRO could be ignored and
that each was smart enough to accomplish indirectly what this
court prohibited directly.

Their conduct was wilful, deliberate

and calculated to frustrate this court's order.

Therefore,

appropriate fines should be assessed and paid over to plaintiff.

7
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At present, plaintiff suggests the maximum fine be imposed of
$200.00 for each person under UCA § 78-32-10 for each day they
have been employed at C-H.
ATTORNEYS PEES
Plaintiff should be awarded all of its attorneys fees
attendant to this matter.
PERJURY AND CONTEMPT BY CALLAHAN
At trial CALLAHAN testified that he had made $60,000.00
(Exhibit C, at page 575) when the tax return (Exhibit I) reveals
that he had made $125,472.00.

It appears that CALLAHAN

deliberately lied to or mislead the court.

Under UCA § 78-32-

1(4), "deceit . . . by a party to an action" is contempt of
court.

At the very least CALLAHAN deceived the court in order to

minimize his exposure to damages.

Plaintiff has been damaged by

the deceit because plaintiff was awarded relief and damages less
than it would have been awarded but for the deceit.

Accordingly,

plaintiff should be awarded increased damages against CALLAHAN
including additional fines plus all of EIMCO's attorneys fees
attendant to this matter.
ORDER TO SHOW APPROPRIATE
Under the facts of record, it is proper for the court
to issue its ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE to compel CALLAHAN, IONE,
BLOOMQUIST and MENDENHALL to appear and show cause why they
should not be held in contempt and fined and why judgment should
not be entered jointly and severally for plaintiff in an amount

8

to be set for plaintiff's damages, and why plaintiff should not
be awarded all of its attorneys fees in this matter.

A proposed

order is appended hereto.
!Lfh day of May, 1990.
DATED this jV'

David V. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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NOV 1 5 1989
David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
Laurence B. Bond A 3 7 66
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
S a l t La3ce C i t y , Utah 84110
T e l e p h o n e : (801) 5 3 2 - 1 9 2 2
and
David T. Berrv A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (8 01) 2 63-12 00
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDER

v.
G SL G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, .GERALD_
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O., HANSEN, an individual,

Civil NO. C88-5429
Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.
This matter came before the court on November 7, 1989
at which time the court announced its decision on the trial in
the above identified matter.

Thereafter the plaintiff by and

through its counsel, Thomas J. Rossa and David T. Berry, moved
the court for a Temporary Restraining Order consistent with the
court's decision all pending preparation and entry of detailed
findings of fact, conclusions of law and a final judgment.

The

defendants were represented by and through their counsel George

EXHIBIT Q
Page 1 of 9

K. Fadel and Richard F. Bojanowski.
The court ruled on November 7, 1989 from the bench
restraining the defendants as stated on the record.

The parties

were thereafter unable to agree to a written order so the matter
again came before the court on November 14, 1989. The
plaintiffs were represented by Thomas J. Rossa and David T.
Berry.

The defendants were represented by George K. Fadel and

Richard F. Bojanowski.

Defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen

0. Hansen were also personally present in court.

Based on the

further presentation of the counsel, the court does now
therefore:
ORDER that:
1.

Plaintiff!s oral motion for a temporary restraining

order be and the same is hereby granted as hereinafter set forth.
2.

The defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen 0.

Hansen, separately and together, and also together with all those
in active consort or participation therewith who receive actual
notice hereof by personal service or otherwise, be and the same
are hereby restrained from transferring, damaging, selling,
giving away, disposing of, hiding or shipping, in any and all
ways, any and all of their non exempt property and any and all
property of the defendant, G & G Steel Corporation, both personal
and real, including, but not limited to, the stock of defendants
Callahan and Hansen in defendant, G & G Steel Corporation, until
entry of the final judgment herein, except defendants, Callahan
and Hansen may make dispersements in payment of ordinary and
2
n„

*?o
EXHIBIT Q
Page 2 of 9

regular household and business expenses only to the extent such
defendant is personally liable therefor.
3.

The defendants, Gerald A. Callahan and Glen 0.

Hansen, separately and together, and also together with all those
in active consort or participation therewith receiving actual
notice hereof by personal service or otherwise including their
attorneys, agents and representatives, be and the same are hereby
restrained from:
a.

Using any EIMCO detail drawing now in the
possession of G & G Steel, defendant Gerald A.
Callahan and defendant Glen 0. Hansen.

b.

Making, using, shipping or selling any part,
article, tool, mandrel, mold, form, casting,
tooling, subassembly, component, assembly or item
made in whole or in part, for any machine made or
sold by plaintiff from any existing G Si G detail
drawing unless and except it has been shown by the
defendants by oIJear aa^-nnmnnn^g evidence
already of record and admitted at the trial
heretofore had from October 3, to 19, 1989 that a
particular existing G k G detail drawing was in
fact made other than by reference to an EIMCO
detail drawing.

c.

Seeking EIMCO detail drawings from former EIMCO
employees, from retired EIMCO employees and from
EIMCO vendors except and to the extent they are
3

0~nC39
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offered by the vendor without solicitation by, for
or on behalf of the defendants.

DATED this

/&

day of November, 1989.

BY THE COURT

<?*-, - /T

U)<rfU*J^

A. Rokich
rict Court Judge

*>£^Q0
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STATE Or UTAH

COUNT:' OF SALT LAKE ;

ZCNETA-LE'S RETURN

« betT^

I* RGB KOLKMAN

first

din* -worn on oath aepose and say J

I aa a duly appointee Deputy Constable of the Fifth Freeinet* County of Salt Lake*
State of Utah, a citizen of the United States over the age of 21 years at the time of
service herein* av.6 not a party to or interested in the within action*
I received the *i+hin and hereto annexes TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

on the 15 day of

NOVEMBER • 193?• and served the same upon MENDE.NHALL, DAVID
a within named defendant personally known to a>e to D S the defendant mentioned in said
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

* Dy deliver!no TO ano leaving a true copy of said TEJtf'ORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

for the defendant with MENDENHALL* DAVID

• a suitable person over the age of

ai tne usual place of BUSINESS

14 years*

this 15 day of NOVEMBER

of said Defendant* personally

* Ire?* at 33T5 S* WEST TEMPLE

County of Salt Lake* State of Utah*
I further certify that ai ihe time of sucn service zf i'ne TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
I endorsed the zaie

and place of service and aooec my name and official title thereto*
Dated this 15 aay :f NOVEMBER . 198?
'HUM *
w*U;.../T rr*

r**\rr.y
a .urn!

Con5taDle ; §^rf ice* Salt Lake County

Subscribed art swe-n i e before ae this 15 aay of NGVEMBES ^-Srl?* P//1
My Cofn^!SS!<»n EXP :res I ^er:i 1. 1??Z*

"•'Ctf?
HO^af/

3rrVICS

t

Mi leaoe

$

r'Uw

/f

j£
County of Salt Lake

i/X2

<& Of >'
.-A

t
•r

7GT^L

05060

t

15 HA

C^.I'-IOl.
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in is. -T

Utrtl
55*

;CNS7AEL£'£ RETURN

7JNTY OF SALT L-^KE )

I t RGB KGLKMAN

• Dei ng -firs"; Du*.y -uiorr. an oath depose and say J

I am a 2ui.y appointed Deputy Constaole of The F i f t h Precinct* County of Salt Lake*
State of Utah, a citizen of the United Stares over the aae cf 21 years at the time of
service herein, and not a party to or interested »n the within action.
I received the * t t h i n and hereto annexes "EMFGRARY RESTRAINING ORDER

on the 15 day of

NOVEMBER • 1999, and served the same upon CALLAHAN. GERALD A,
a within named defendant personally known to me to be the defendant mentioned in said
TErPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

by delivering *o and leaving a true copy of said TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

for the defendant with CALLAHAN* GERALD A«
14 years*

, a suitable person over the age of

ai the usual placs of BUSINESS

this 15 day of NOVEMBER

of said defendant, personally

, 198?. ai 3575 3. WEST TSffLZ

Coun+y of Salt Lake* State oi Utam
I further c e r t i f y *hat at the time of sucn service of the TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
I endorsed the date ana place of service ana aacsc ay name ana o f f i c i a l t i t l e thereto*
Datea tms 15 sav of MCVEMKF. , 19S?

Constaole'^JJff Jce* Salt Lake County

Subscribed and swam TO before me this 15 dav of .^uvEMrcr..^a^^*'••••••
My Commission Exp»resl

•£/&'*.

Apr: I 1* 1992*
f<OT^.-v

-'iu.y

1

l

«—•,.,

S

fcounty

of Salt Lake

Tco):

Servi ce * *

O* tZ

•••••••v*******"

Mileage? $
:

i

: <
:

?

~TAL:

$

G--.i*:02
050=1
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STAtc. OF JTAH

CONSTABLE''5 RETURN

COUNT:' OF SALT L£KE *

It RQS KOLrftAM

• be: rvg firsT auiy sworn an oath depose and say J

I am a duly appointed Deputy Constable of the Fifth Precinct. County 0 f 5$[t Lake>
State of Utah, a citizen of the United States over ihe aae of 21 years at the time of
service herein, and not a party to or interested in the within action.
I received the within and hereto annexed TEh'PGRARY RESTRAINING ORDER

on the 15 day of

NQvtMBER • 1989* and served ^he sase upon HANSEN* GLEN 0.
a within naoed defendant personally known to me TO oe ^t\e defenaant mentioned in said
TEJ^ORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

• bv d e l i v e r y to ana leaving a true copy of said TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

for the defendant with HANSEN* GLEN 0.

a suitable person over the age of

ai the usual place of BUSINESS

14 years.

this 15 day of NQVEhSER

t 1999. ai 3575 S. WEST

of sate defenaant, personally
TZtf'-Z

Counts of Salt Lake* State of Utah.
I further certify tha + ai ine tiaie of such service of rhe TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
I endorsed the d^.e anc olace of service and aodec i»- rja»ie and official title thereto.
Dates This 15 as* of NOVEMBER , 1989
JOHN A. SINTT
Lonstable's

ce*

Sait Lake County

Subscribed and sworn *e before *e this 15 cay of NQv'E>$cr.i'^S5Sg»
My Corliss ion Exp; res I

/ ' r / ^

April 1 . 199!

SNOT

:
••

Ki§ of

j

4

Lake
£ounty of Salt LaK

^

W * » w

Mi tS395t

$

:

$

?

$

t

<

TOTAL:

I

C-^C03
050a:

15 HA
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STATE Cf UTAH

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

CONSTABLE'S RETURN

!• RGB KOLKMAN

, being first duiv =wern on oath depose and say:

I a<n a duly appointed I*eputy Constable of the Fifth Precinct* County of Salt Lake,
State of Utah, a citizen of the United States over the age of 21 years at the time of
service herein* and not a party to or interested !T» the within action*
I received the within and hereto annexed TEMPORARY RESTRAINING DRIER
NOVEMBER * 1989* and served the same upon 5LCDMQUIST.

on the 15 day of

L£~NA

a within named defendant personally known T O me to be -he defenaant mentioned in said
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

, by delivering to and leaving a true copy of said TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

for ^e defendant *ith BLGOriQUIST* LENNA

a suitable person over the age of

ai the usual place <yf BUSINESS

14 years*

this 16 day of NOVEMBER

of said aefenoant, personally

• 1989. at 33T3 S* WEST TEHPLE

Cou?.+~ if Salt Lake; State cf Utah*
I further cerrif* that at tne time of sucr* =2r»icz

of ihe TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I endorsed the date and c-lace of service ana uuuic sr- name anc official title thereto*
I«a?eo c m s 16 **> of aGvEriSER * 1959
JGHH A* SINI.T
Constat LB^S Office, Salt Lake County

r

*A

Subscribed and sworn to before me this lo cay of S O V c j i ^ ' ^ ^ S J C S W

CH

^^fS

«JNDT

My Commission Expires! April !• 1992.
^OTar v Fix:.:

%cp;-

inty of S a l t Lake

Watr-fOfar^^

Service

*

O * lw-

?1i leage

t

4.30

•

$

FOTAL

05043
i

13 MA

0^2^104
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c t A n '-.- UTnH
/

55*

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

CONSTABLE'S RETURN

I* RGB KOLKMAN

« being f i r s t QUI* Si»orn on oath repose ana say!

I 3113 duly appointed deputy Constable yf the Fifth Precinct. County of Salt LaKe,
S t a t e of Utah* a c i t i z e n of the United S t a t e s over the aae of 21 years ax the time of
s e r v i c e herein* and not a party to or interestea «.n the within action*
I received the within and hereto annexed TEMPORARY RESTRAINING DRIER

on the 15 day of

NOVEMBER , 198?. and served the saoe upon HANSEN. STEVE
a within named defendant personally kno*n to me TO JB -ne defendant mentioned in said
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING -I-SDEr.

* by d e l i v e r i n g to ino leaving a true copy of said TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

for the defendant with HANSEN* STEVE
14 years*

a s u i t a o l e person over the age of

ar -he usual place of BUSINESS

• h i s 16 day of NOVEMBER

vf saic defencant* personally

C

• 1 S9* ai 33T3 S* VEST TEMF'LE

Ccunt v *f Salt Lake. S*ate of Utan*
I further c e r t i f y *hat 5 + the time of sucn s e r v i c e of :ne TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORLER
I eraJc'sed *he date a~d 5 l a c e of s e r v i c e ar.c ^ a c s : a* nsae jnc ; f * i c i a l t i t l e thereto*
Laisa th«s l o Jav of NOVEMBER • 1989
JOHN A* SINB7
Constaote*s Office* Salt LaKe County

Subscribed and sworn to oefcre me t h i s 16 day of NCVEM£Ei^^£irr/ - * # * # *^<^^
My Co^imission Expires^

A^rii 1, 1992*

Xv^^^^Cl"
Nctarv F-isztz

l

." ;? County of Salt Lake
• •• GfiVOT
*•*
? 7e
\clK 4 °* Utah. > /

\ ^

•;' ,v>-

Mi l e a g e ?

TOTAL

c-^:05
050e*

13 MA
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Tab 31

GEORGE

K.

#1027

FADEL

ATTORNEVFOR
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF GERALD CALLAHAN
OPPOSING MOTION TO JOIN PARTY

G & G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah corporation, GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual, GLEN O.
HANSEN, an individual,

Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J. A. Rokich

Defendants.
State

of

Utah)
ss:
County of Davis)
Gerald Callahan being first duly sworn upon oath deposes
and says that lone Callahan was a director and president of G&G
Steel Corporation, however, she was never engaged in the day to
day business of the corporation; that in the year 1986 affiant
suffered a broken leg and lone drove affiant to places where
affiant conducted business for the corporation, and for such
period 1986-87, she received compensation; that she was never an
employee of Eimco, never associated with anyone connected with
Eimco who had any access to Eimco drawings; that the business of
C-H Industries Inc. was created in a manner consistent with this
court's verbal directions that affiant and others had a riglr^ to
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compete with Eimco so long as no Eimco detail drawings or GS*G
drawings made form Eimco detail drawings were used; that lone had
taken an active role in O H and has employees who have made
measurements of parts and are making computerized detail
drawings; the persons making such computer detail drawings are
computer draftsmen without previous experience, earning from $15
to $25 per hour, in making drawings for Eimco parts and who have
become proficient in making such drawings from sketches, parts,
or customer supplied material; that drawings are produced in an
average time of ten draftsman hours; the time involved is
directly related to size or scope of the drawing detail and there
is no additional time required in determining any secret or nonapparent characteristic of the part since the measurement and
observation of the part supplies all information required to
produce the detail drawings; that the former customers of G&G who
failed to receive any service from G&G, because of the
restraining order requested by the plaintiff, were at liberty to
seek parts from other sources and could have selected Eimco, or
others, but sought to order from O H ; Eimco made no effort to
release the restraining order on G&G knowing that G&G would lose
the customers and could either have authorized G&G's remaining
officer to fill the order, or Eimco could have bid as it has been
bidding against G&G and others for years; that the bankruptcy
proceeding of G&G was processed by other officers of G&G, and the
signature of lone as president was solicited by counsel for G&G
without any direction from lone; and that consistent with the
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indication of the court that there was no intention to restrain
competition, the sales representatives and vendors who lost
relationship with G&G were equally entitled to pursue their
livelihood.

*
Gerald Callahan

•
Sworn to and subscribed before me this /-'

•>rt
day of

April, 1990.
/

Notary Public'
Residing at Bountiful, Utah
My Commission expires:
8-8-92

FILED DttTfflCT COURT
Third Judicial Oiairict

G E O R G E K. F A D E L
AXTORNBVFOR
D e f e

#1027
n d a n t s

APR 2 5 1990
SALTLAKf COUNTY

1TO W E S T F O U R T H S O U T H
BOUNTIFUL,, U T A H 84>OIO

TELEPHONE: 2 9 5 - 2 4 2 1

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
vs.

MEMORANDUM OPPOSING
MOTION TO JOIN PARTY

G & G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah corporation, GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual, GLEN O.
HANSEN, an individual,

Civil No. C88-5429
Judge J. A. Rokich

Defendants.
Gerald Callahan for himself and as a stockholder of G & G
Steel Corporation in his derivative capacity, opposes the motion
of plaintiff to join lone Callahan as a party for the reasons
stated in the attached affidavit and as set forth herein.
lone was never listed as a defendant in these
proceedings, and even if she had been named a defendant, Rule
4(b) would have required that she be served "at any time before
trial."
A recent decision of the Supreme Court in the case of
Hancock v. Planned Development Corp., 131 Utah Adv. Rep. 5,
(March 30, 1990) considered the issue as to whether the
plaintiff, who claimed title to a disputed strip of land which
the court had announced in its findings of fact from the bench
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was not included in the deed to the plaintiff, could supply a
subsequently acquired quitclaim deed to be relieved of the
judgment about to be entered.

The trial judge viewed the motion

as one to reopen and denied the same.

The Supreme Court held

that under Rule 59, the trial court could reopen the judgment if
one has been entered but only on the grounds set forth in Rule 59
as being causes for which a new trial could be granted.

The

following portion of the Supreme Court's ruling is controlling in
this case:
While newly discovered evidence is a ground specified in the
rule, a deed executed after trial and thus not in existence
at the time of trial does not constitute newly discovered
evidence. Newly discovered evidence must relate to facts
which were in existence at the time of trial and cannot be
based upon facts occurring subsequent to trial. Thus, it
did not lie within the prerogative of the trial judge to
grant plaintiff's motion to reopen, and plaintiff's
contention to the contrary is without merit.
Id. at 6 (footnotes omitted).
The only newly discovered evidence now alleged by the
plaintiff of Ione's participation before trial was that she
functioned as an employee earning over $24,000 in 1986-87. Her
position as a director and officer has been known to plaintiffs
at all times during the proceedings and is not newly discovered
evidence which could not "with reasonable diligence, have [been]
discovere4 and produced at trial" as required by Rule 59(a)(4).
lone was a ininority stockholder having only 1 share of a total of
202 shares•
In th^s court's preliminary findings it appears that the
court found ^he liability of Gerald and Glen to be based in large
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part on their having been former employees of Eimco, had signed a
pre-employment application, and breached a fiduciary duty.

There

was no evidence then or now that lone obtained, possessed or used
Eimco detail drawings or that she would know that there was any
fault in using the same.

Plaintiff had claimed confidentiality

and secrecy in assembly drawings, manuals and many other items
bearing an Eimco logo which the court has held are properly used
by third persons. Until the ruling by this court, lone would not
know that any of Eimco's drawings and materials were protected
from use by third persons.

In any event, any involvement of lone

is not newly discoverable evidence.
The reference in plaintiff's memorandum to Ione's
activity subsequent to trial is not only not relevant to the
motion to join, but is revealing that the plaintiff's primary
motive in this litigation is to destroy competition.

This is

further indicated in the plaintiff's intimidation of Hansens in
obtaining a settlement agreement which includes a five year
noncompetition provision when such provision was never included
in Hansen's employment with Eimco.

Even if such noncompetition

agreement had been included in Hansen's employment contract, the
time limit would well have been restricted to a reasonable time
of less than three years from the termination date.

It is now

eight years following his termination plus another five years.
This court has indicated that competition without use of
detail drawings of Eimco should not be restrained.

Therefore,

the court should include in the judgment to be entered,
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appropriate language which would discourage plaintiff's apparent
goal of eliminating Callahan et. al. as competitors.
The court should deny the motion to join lone Callahan.
Dated this

_day of April, 1990.
Respectfully submitted,

£4tf0z«

^

>

^ t t o r f r i e y f o r Gerald Callahan

I mailed a copy hereof to Mr. Thomas Rossa, attorney for the
plaintiff , P.O. Bex 2550, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110, this 21st day of
April, 1990.

George K. Fadel
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EIMCO DRAWINGS.

SO DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER LAWSUIT HERE TO

MAKE THE DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT NOW THEY'RE
USING WHAT I PREVENTED THEM FROM USING IN G & G?
MR. ROSSA:
THE COURT:
MR. ROSSA:

WE MAY VERY WELL GET TO THAT.
RIGHT.
WHEN WE GET PASSED THE JUDGMENT

PHASE, THAT WILL BE A SEPARATE ISSUE.

AT THIS STAGE

THOUGH I WOULD LIKE TO RECITE OR GO TO A CASE WHICH WAS
CITED AGAINST US WHICH IS A UTAH CASE, WHICH IS MONROE
CITY VERSUS—
THE COURT:

I'M VERY FAMILIAR WITH THEM.

KNOW THEM, JOHN AND NORRIS AND HIS DAD.
DEAD.

I

HIS DAD'S NOW

SO I KNOW THEM ALL.
MR. ROSSA:

I WOULD HAVE TO I SAY BY VIRTUE

OF THEIR OCCUPATION RAISING A CERTAIN FORM OF FARM
ANIMAL THAT YOU MIGHT BE AWARE OF THESE PEOPLE.
THE COURT:

I KNOW THEM ALL.

MR. ROSSA:

BUT IT'S INTERESTING THAT TWO

SONS WERE IN THE COURT DURING THE COURSE OF THE TRIAL
AND THEY WERE JOINED; BUT THE SUPREME COURT SAID THEY
COULDN'T BE JOINED, THAT THEY WERE IMPROPERLY JOINED
BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT SERVED WITH PROCESS.
THE COURT:

RIGHT.

MR. ROSSA:

AND THE CASE SAYS:

SPECIFICALLY

WITHOUT THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS OR OTHER PROCESS.

IT

I
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1

HAS BEEN MY UNDERSTANDING THAT AN ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

2

IS IN FACT PROCESS.

3

MRS. CALLAHAN BEFORE THIS COURT UNDER PROCESS, WHICH IS

4

AN ORDER TO SHOW CASE, AND SHE HAS HAD THE TIME AND THE

5

APPROPRIATE RIGHT TO COME FORWARD AND SAY:

6

THIS JUDGMENT, DON'T APPLY THIS CASE TO ME.

7

STAGE OF THE PROCEEDINGS, DON'T MAKE ME A CODEFENDANT

8

WITH THOSE PEOPLE AT THIS STAGE OF THE CASE.

9

PUT ZIP EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COURT.

10

DON'T APPLY
AT THIS

AND THEY

I MADE A SPECIAL APPEARANCE TO ARGUE THE

11

LAW.

12

AND—

13

AND IN FACT WE NOW HAVE

I'M THE ONE THAT WANTS TO HEAR SOME EVIDENCE

THE COURT:

BASED UPON WHAT SHE SAID ABOUT

14

HER INVOLVEMENT IN G & G, SHE WASN'T INVOLVED.

15

UPON HER STATEMENT UNDER OATH HERE TODAY, SHE SAID THAT

16

OTHER THAN— AS I READ THROUGH— SHE WASN'T INVOLVED IN

17

G & G STEEL'S AFFAIRS, AND SHE WAS HERE FOR THE TRIAL,

18

BUT SHE HAD ONE SHARE, DIDN'T DO ANYTHING IN G & G.

19

AND THE ONLY EVIDENCE WE HAVE OF ANY INVOLVEMENT WAS A

20

SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF MONEY TO CHAUFFEUR SOMEONE

21

AROUND, $24,000.

22

BASED

THAT CONCERNS ME, THAT THEY PAID 24,000 TO

23

DRIVE SOMEONE AROUND.

AND I'M NOT SO SURE THAT THAT

24

WASN'T D O N E — I'M JUST SURMISING N O W —

25

THE INCOME AMONG THE PARTIES.

TO SPREAD OUT

THEY HAD A PRETTY GOOD
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APPENDIX 33

SUMMARY OF C-H' S POSITION AS TO WHY FINDING WAS ERRONEOUS
As set forth in the body of C-H' s Brief as Intervenor,
Eimco failed to introduce any evidence regarding the first prong
of an alter ego claim: failure to observe corporate formalities.
As to the second prong, a review of the evidence demonstrates
that the court' s findings that the business of C-H violated the
November 15, 1989 Temporary Restraining Order was also clearly
erroneous.

See Christensen v. Munns. 812 P. 2d 69, 73 (Utah App.

1991)("In order to challenge the trial court's findings of fact,
appellant must first marshal the evidence which supports the
finding and then demonstrate that despite this evidence, [it is]
clearly erroneous.11).
At the March 29, 1991 contempt hearing, evidence was
introduced by Eimco that during C-H' s initial months of
operation, Callahan contacted certain customers who had placed
orders with G & G and had those customer' s orders filled by the
new corporation C-H Industries, Inc. (R. 3760-3768.)

Callahan

testified that he did this because the restraining order
precluding G & G from filling those orders, and because the
court had authorized him to continue in business as long as
Eimco detail drawings were not used.
2844-2849. )

(R. 3755, 3757, 3760,

Eimco' s vice-president and general manager for

parts services, Jerry Boyd, testified that to his knowledge G &
G never filled any more orders after the court' s restraining

order, nor did Eimco seek to supply those customers with the
parts that they needed and they had requested from G & G.
(R. 3801-3810.)

The November 15, 1989 Temporary Restraining

Order did not forbid other companies, such as C-H or Eimco, from
doing business with former customers of G & G.

(R. 2220-2223,

see Appendix 5. )
C-H was formed consistent with the court' s ruling
shortly after the trial, on November 7, 1989, that the
defendants could continue in the same business and in
competition with Eimco upon the condition that Eimco detail
drawings could not used by that business:

The court stated:

I wanted to make clear -- the Court is not indicating
that Callahan and Hansen and G & G Steel Corporation
is not entitled to compete with Plaintiff. They have
every right to do so. However, in competing with
Eimco, they cannot use EIMCO' s detailed drawings
obtained from any one of the — other than vendors or
customers of EIMCO.
* * *

So, therefore, I didn' t preclude your clients
from continuing business. I'm just saying, "Do it
fairly without the use of their drawings. And you can
go ahead and compete with them tomorrow.
(R. 5650-5651, 5673, copy at Appendix 2 and 3. ) Because of the
restraining Order that was also issued, freezing the operations
of G & G Steel, it was necessary for a new corporation to be
formed in order continue in business as the court permitted and
not to also violate the restraining order.

Callahan' s attorney

specifically cleared this approach with the court in order that
both of the court' s rulings could be honored:

-2-

MR. FADEL: So, we' d have to start the business
over. Your Honor said we should erase it. We have to
get another corporation and start over.
THE COURT: That' s, as I said -MR. FADEL: And that' s easy enough to do.
THE COURT: That' s exactly what could happen
here, so that doesn' t -MR. FADEL: It' s easy enough to do, just so —
the next time we' 11 have the customer make his own
drawings. If he has a detailed drawing, and we know a
lot of them do, we will let the customer make the
drawing for him.
THE COURT: That' s fine. As I said, you can do - you can do that. I' m not saying you can' t.
(R. 5697-5698, copy at Appendix 4. )
At the hearing on Eimco' s contempt motion, the court
refused to recognize its prior ruling that explicitly permitted
the formation of a new company, which could compete with Eimco,
as long as Eimco' s detail drawings weren' t used.

Callahan

introduced uncontroverted evidence at the contempt hearing from
five separate witness, all C-H employees, that C-H never used
Eimco detail drawings, nor did it use drawings from G & G Steel.
(See testimony of lone Callahan, Gerald Callahan, Gary Poulson,
Joe L. Wood, and Randy Bloomquist, R. 3749-3751, 3782-3789,
3810-3818. )

Eimco's counsel objected to the relevancy of this

evidence, stating:
MR. ROSSA: I never alleged that C-H Industries
at this point-- we have not alleged that C-H
Industries has used any G & G or C-H drawings--excuse
m e — o r Eimco drawings. I have not said that. I
didn' t ask any questions pertaining to that.
In the
motion papers brought to the court we don' t allege
that.
Mr. FADEL: Well, in that event I don' t have to
pursue it any further.

-3-

(R. 3784.)

The court did not strike the testimony of the C-H

employees in that regard, but stated "It is not relevant, but
I'm going to leave it." (R. 3818. )
Due to the court' s prior order construed to permit C-H
to be formed, and the uncontroverted evidence that its operation
was in compliance with the condition that it not use Eimco
detail drawings, the court' s determination eighteen months later
that C-H was formed to evade the court' s orders is not supported
by the evidence, is clearly erroneous, and it should be
reversed.
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